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CREATIVE EXPRESSIONS ART GROUP
ABSTRACT
This study investigated the impact of an eight-week Creative Expressions Art group on the selfexpression, communication, social functioning, and quality of life of adults with intellectual or
developmental (IDD) disabilities. Art directives based on the Expressive Therapies Continuum
(ETC) were used to help facilitate the group in exploring their own creativity and allowing them
to share verbally and nonverbally amongst each other. This study included pre-and postmeasures with the Quality-of-Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q) and
the Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults (Pragmatics Profile). Art
therapy session observations were used to gather data and generate themes. Program
evaluation interviews were completed by the participants, guardians, and direct support staff
to see if there were any changes in the participants’ level of functioning in self-expression,
communication, social functioning, and quality of life. The results indicated four overarching
themes and seven subthemes, which included the following: (a) self-expression with the
subtheme of abstract art, representational art, and childhood, (b) communication with the
subthemes of emotions, (c) social functioning with the subthemes of family and staff, and (d)
quality of life with the subtheme of personal agency. While there were limited changes in the
participants from joining in the art therapy group. The participants, guardians, and direct
support staff reported improvements in the individuals with IDD's social functioning and
quality of life.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Scott and Havercamp (2014) stated that there was a wide assumption that people with
intellectual and developmental disabilities (IDD) do not experience mental illness due to their
perceived lack of intellectual capacity. However, Scott and Havercamp believed that people with
intellectual disabilities have a greater risk of developing mental illnesses. Sue and Sue (2016)
stated that there was a lack of training in professions to assess for mental illnesses in clients with
disabilities. Art therapy was in a unique position to help the IDD population because art was
characterized by the expression of sensations, perceptions, feelings, thoughts, ideas, and
experiences in a nonverbal way through the use of images and art materials (Lusebrink, 2013).
This nonverbal way of processing can help people who have limited cognitive abilities as
Luzzatto et al. (2017) noted, psychotherapy based on verbal communication was often
insufficient for clients with intellectual or developmental disabilities.
Problem Statement
Bailey (2016) felt that individuals diagnosed with IDD lacked mental health treatment
options that addressed their unique challenges in developmental, cognitive, and communication
delays. Bailey reported that the frequency of psychiatric disorders in individuals with intellectual
or developmental disorders were two to four times greater than that of the general population.
Bailey (2016) felt that these individuals often get less help because of their limited cognitive and
verbal functioning and the inability or unwillingness of the service providers to work with them.
Sue and Sue (2016) found that helping professionals usually display the same attitudes towards
people with disabilities as the general public does. These professionals may feel uncomfortable,
guilty, or pity when working with this population. Luzzatto et al. (2017) also noted that
psychotherapy based on verbal communication was often insufficient for the common
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therapeutic goals for clients with intellectual or developmental disabilities. These goals included
the need to increase concentration, autonomy, self-expression, and communication.
Research Question
This study was guided by the question, What are the effects of participation in an 8-week
art therapy Creative Expressions Art group for adults with intellectual or developmental
disabilities?
Basic Assumptions
Bailey (2016) stated that art therapy was established on the idea that all individuals were
capable of exploring, creating, and growing through interactions with art. In 1978, Kagin and
Lusebrink created the theoretical art therapy concept of the Expressive Therapies Continuum
(ETC) based on several pioneer art therapists approaches (Hinz, 2009, Lusebrink et al., 2013).
Lusebrink et al. (2013) stated that the ETC provided an opportunity to approach artistic
expression on a systemic basis that incorporated recent psychological and neuroscience
approaches to image processing. While developing the ETC, Kagin and Lusebrink (2013)
observed their concept at work in patients with acute psychosis and developmental disabilities.
Following the assumption that: (a) all people were capable of growing through interacting with
art, and (b) an important art therapy theoretical concept, such as the Expressive Therapies
Continuum, was developed from observing people with developmental disorders creating art. It
was assumed that daily art creation could help to increase participants with IDDs’ abilities to
express themselves, communicate more effectively, and build more positive social interactions.
Statement of Purpose
Recent studies by Miller (2020) and Miller et al. (2020) pointed out that art therapists
might have to reexamine their work with the IDD population as a medical model which
reinforces the power imbalance that people with intellectual disabilities face each day. Results
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from this study may be used to help develop future Creative Expressions Art groups for
individuals with intellectual or developmental disorders to help them increase self-expression
and communication skills, while also improving their social functioning and quality of life.
Definition of Terms
Art Therapy
Art therapy was described as a mental health and human services profession that enriches
the lives of individuals, families, and communities by utilizing active art-making, the creative
process, applied psychological theory, and human experience within a psychotherapeutic
relationship (American Art Therapy Association, 2017).
Communication
Communication was described as a process of transmitting information (e.g., ideas,
attitudes, emotions, or objective behavior) between individuals through a standard system of
symbols, signs, or behaviors (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2019).
Developmental disabilities
Developmental disabilities was defined as a group of conditions that affects physical,
learning, language, or behavioral areas. To be considered a developmental disability, the
impairments begin early in the development. Usually, they have lifelong effects on the individual
in language, mobility, learning, self-help, and independent living (CDC, 2019).
Intellectual disabilities
Intellectual disabilities was a neurodevelopmental disorder that began in childhood and is
characterized by intellectual difficulties as well as difficulties in conceptual, social, and daily
living skills (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Maladaptive behavior
Maladaptive behavior was described as negative behaviors, such as physical and verbal
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assault, property destruction, and self-injury. They were often used as a coping strategy for
physical, emotional, or psychological stress (Bailey, 2016).
Person Centered
Person centered practice was comprised of principles of self-determination and social
inclusion (Shipton & Lashewicz, 2016).
Quality of life
Quality of life was a broad multidimensional concept that usually includes subjective
evaluations of both positive and negative aspects of life (CDC, 2018).
Rural
The definition of rural could be defined by population density, while other sources
defined rural by geographic isolation. Considering only population size, 2,500 people or less was
regarded as rural, while 2,500 up to 50,000 was classified as a nonmetro area (United States
Department of Agriculture, 2019).
Self-expression
Self-expression of one’s personality included assertion of one’s individual traits usually
through artistic means (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2019).
Social functioning
Social functioning was a person's ability to interact quickly and successfully with other
people (Medical Dictionary, n.d.).
Justification of the Study
The researcher has worked with people with intellectual and developmental disabilities
for eight years and has personally witnessed the lack of community supports for this population,
especially in a non-metro location. In addition, there was a basic lack of community housing and
jobs for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in rural areas (Rotholz, 2009).
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The researcher has personally seen people with intellectual disabilities being treated as less or in
fantized by non-disabled community members because of the perceived idea that they were
incapable of doing the same or more than non-disabled people. Rotholz (2009) mentioned that
people with developmental disabilities were often forced to obtain most of their socialization
from others with cognitive disabilities and were often seen as a group instead of individuals.
Skogstad-Ditsch also mentioned that it was hard to get community members to interact with her
group home residents, and she suggested that the reason for this was the residents’ lack of
communication skills and repeating themselves in their self-expression (R. Skogstad-Ditsch,
personal communication, October 9, 2019). The researcher has experienced the limited resources
in rural Minnesota for creativity and self-expression. School age children might get an art class
or after school art program to attend. But for adults outside the school system resources, access
for creativity and self-expression were limited to a local art group that charged a $100 member
fee to join without providing art supplies, sporadic artistic library events, or an opportunity to
participate in a community play once or twice a year. Individuals diagnosed with IDD were
limited even more because of assumptions that they cannot participate in these activities.
Engaging adults diagnosed with IDD in an art therapy group may help to improve their selfexpression, communication skills, increase social functioning, and quality of life for this
population.
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CHAPTER II
Literature Review
This literature review first focused on intellectual developmental disabilities and the
historical context that followed this population until the present day. Psychological and artistic
developmental theories were reviewed as they might relate to this population. The literature also
highlighted modern-day challenges people with IDD faces, such as physical care, mental health,
and community barriers (Ford-Martin et al., 2012). Current treatments focused on Community
and Home-Based Services amenities (CMS, 2020) that affect the lives of individuals with IDD
and their family members (Hewitt et al., 2013; Seltzer et al., 2012) were also addressed. Finally,
this literature explored the benefits of art therapy and the use of art materials (Hinz, 2009;
Lusebrink et al., 2013). The medicalized and humanities models of art therapy practice and how
art therapists can help or hinder their client's progress were also added after recent research
(Miller, 2020; Miller et al., 2020) addressed some limitations with current practices.
Intellectual Developmental Disabilities
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2019), intellectual
disabilities were described as a neurodevelopmental disorder that can begin anytime in the
developmental period because of genetics, complications during birth, infections, disease, or a
problem in the development of the brain. These complications last throughout an individual's
lifetime affecting language, mobility, learning, self-help, and independent living (CDC, 2019).
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – DSM-V (APA, 2013) defined an
intellectual disability as characterized by deficits in reasoning, problem-solving, planning,
abstract thinking, judgment, academic learning, and learning from experience. These deficits
resulted in impairments of adaptive functioning, which impacted an individual's ability to meet
standards for personal independence and social responsibility in the aspects of daily life,
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including communication, social participation, academic or occupational functioning, and
personal independence at home or in the community settings (APA, 2013). Ritchie (2017) stated
there were an estimated 115 million people diagnosed with IDD globally in 2016 with a
prevalence of .4 to 3 percent of the population across all countries.
There were four levels of severity for IDDs: mild, moderate, severe, and profound that
are based on adaptive functioning, not IQ scores since adaptive functioning determines the level
of supports needed (APA, 2013). The CDC (2019) stated that usually the more severe degrees of
intellectual disabilities appear early in development. However, for milder cases, the intellectual
disability might not appear until the child was of school age. The CDC (2019) listed signs that a
child might have an intellectual disability as:
1.

Sitting up, crawling, or walking later than other children.

2.

Learning to talk later or having trouble speaking.

3.

Finding it hard to remember things.

4.

Having trouble understanding social rules.

5.

Having trouble seeing the results of their actions.

6.

Having trouble solving problems.

The APA (2013) reported that in adults symptoms might range from having slight
difficulties conceptually with abstract thinking, executive functioning, short-term memory, and
functional use of academic skills at milder levels. Socially, adults with mild IDD might appear
immature compared to their same-age peers but with similar self-care and recreational activities.
On a practical domain, the APA (2013) stated that people with mild forms of IDD mainly live
independent lives and might need help with some aspects of everyday life. Adults with mild and
moderate IDD might have romantic partners.
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The APA (2013) stated moderate and severe levels of IDD, adults may have functional
but limited communication and social interactions. In more profound levels of IDD, people had
conceptional processing only related to the physical world instead of symbolic processes in
speech or gesture. They predominantly express themselves with nonverbal, non-symbolic
communication. Adults with lower functioning forms of IDD only had relationships with
familiar people, such as family and caretakers. The APA (2013) reported as the severity of the
IDD increases, more supports are needed to live a quality life. Adults with profound levels of
IDD need help with all aspects of their lives. If a person has both physical and sensory
impairments, most of their participation was limited to watching.
Historical Context
According to the GCDD (2019), the first recorded reference to people with intellectual
developmental disabilities was documented in a therapeutic papyrus located in Thebes, Greece,
in 1552 BC. Thornberry and Olson (2005) stated societal attitudes toward people with IDD were
ambiguous throughout the years, ranging from negative responses of rejection and death to
positive responses of charity and caregiving. The GCDD (2019) stated that it was a legal
requirement for some Greek city-states to kill babies with disabilities; Romans also killed or
abandoned children with intellectual or developmental disabilities because they were seen as
deformities to the human form. It was not until the fourth century A.D. that people with
intellectual or developmental disabilities were treated more humanely with Christianity's rise as
St. Paul commanded the Christians to comfort the feeble-minded (GCDD, 2019). Thornberry and
Olson (2005) added that people adopted the attitude that individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities were no longer to be pitied or protected but were labeled as nuisances
to society in the Middle Ages. GCDD (2019) mentioned that by the 19th century people with
IDD were placed in institutions as a way to get them out of society but also to provide skills and
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educational training for the workforce. However, minimal skills training was done towards the
end of the 19th century as the number of people being placed into institutions increased. Forcing
the goals of the institutions onto custodial care. Conrad (2018) stated eugenics was considered a
good solution at the time to stop the influx of people with intellectual disabilities. Involuntary
sterilizations, were performed on people with IDD and even though the eugenics movement died
out in the years following World War II, forced sterilizations remained legal until 2003 (Conrad,
2018).
In the 20th century, people with IDD were seen as tragic characters in need of care and
protection against dehumanizing institutions. These attitudes brought forth the idea of
medicalization in the community for this population (Thornberry & Olson, 2005). Reynolds
(2011) stated that in the 1950s society began having less stigma in having a child with
intellectual disabilities, and families began fighting to have their children at home and in the
community. This included presidential support and with the Civil Rights era's momentum, the
Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act (DD Act) was passed in the 1970s
(Reynolds, 2011). According to the Administration of Community Living (ALC, 2017), since the
1970s, there has been a continued progression in the rights of people with IDD in the realms of
having the right to appropriate treatment, services, and habilitation in the least restrictive setting
that maximizes potential developmental independence, productivity, and inclusion. Although the
laws have been continually updated to guarantee the rights of people with IDD, the ALC (2019)
listed 56 councils across the United States and its territories that continue to work to see these
laws are being upheld and met. In 2006, the United Nations adopted the Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities and declared that people with disabilities are subjects of
rights, and not objects of charity (Conrad, 2018).
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While people with intellectual or developmental disabilities have gained some protection
in laws, they have continued to be excluded socially through special education classrooms,
sheltered workshops, and group homes (GCDD, 2019, Rotholz, 2009). Those with IDD were
often labeled as stupid, cripple, or mentally defective by society (Bailey, 2016). Even the hurtful
medical term mentally retarded was only revoked in 2010, with the passing of Rosa's Law (FordMartin, 2012).
Challenges for People with IDD
People with IDD face many challenges for full integration, such as physical health,
mental health, and community barriers (Ford-Martin et al., 2012). Bailey (2016) stated that one
of the most psychologically damaging yet preventable issues for those with intellectual and
developmental disorders was societal stigmatization. Conrad (2018) suggested that individuals
with disabilities were handicapped by societal attitudes and the barriers society created in the
environment, not by the persons with disabilities impairments.
Developmental Theories
Cognitive Developmental Theory
In the 1950s, Jean Piaget, a Cognitive Developmental theorist, proposed four stages of
development (Newman & Newman, 2018). The first stage was sensorimotor intelligence, which
begins at birth and lasts approximately 18 months of age. Characteristics of this stage included
the formation of increasingly complex sensory and motor schemes that give the infant the ability
to control their environment (Newman & Newman, 2018). Hanfstingl et al. (2019) stated
children in the first half of the sensorimotor stage may have actions that were based on simple
reflexes, first habits such as circular reactions, and first trial and error actions as well as
intentional actions to solve problems directed towards objects. Hanfstingl et al. suggested that
later in the sensorimotor stage, children can become curious and were capable of exploring
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objects and the environment. Stephens (1966) mentioned that people with severe or profound
levels of IDD never outgrow the sensorimotor stage. However, they might advance to higher
levels within the sensorimotor stage.
The second stage was preoperational thought, which begins when a child starts learning a
language and ends around five or six. During this stage, children begin to develop schemes
symbolically through language, imitation, imagery, symbolic play, and drawing (Newman &
Newman, 2018). Babakr et al. (2019) stated children during this period can demonstrate
transitional problem-solving abilities and reflect on behavior related to accomplishing short-term
objectives. Piaget stated children in this stage were egocentric and have difficulty understanding
another person's perspective; however, other studies have shown four-year-old children are not
as egocentric as Piaget believed (Babakr et al., 2019).
Newman and Newman (2018) stated according to Piaget, the third stage was concrete
operational thought which begins around the age of six or seven and ends around the age of
eleven or twelve. Newman and Newman went on to say children at this stage of development
begin to manipulate categories, classification systems, and hierarchies into groups. Babakr et al.
(2019) stated during this stage; children can begin to classify objects into different types such as
shape, value, and size; children can also consider associations between the items. Children were
more successful in solving problems tied to reality than purely philosophical or abstract
problems (Newman & Newman, 2018). Stephens (1966) considered that people with IDD could
be trained to increase their operation level but never pass a concrete experience since they
oscillate between two levels because they lack mobility and stability of thought.
Piaget's cognitive developmental theory's final stage was the formal operational thought,
which began in adolescence and lasts through adulthood (Newman & Newman, 2018). Stephens
(1966) stated that around the time a child reaches eleven years old, observation no longer dictates
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thought, but thought directs observation. Newman and Newman (2018) stated a central feature of
this stage is that a person can separate and distinguish between reality and possibility. Newman
and Newman went on to list six characteristics Piaget theorized to represent formal operational
thought:
1. Ability to mentally manipulate more than two categories of variables at the same time.
2. Ability to think about the changes that come over time.
3. Ability to guess logical sequences of events.
4. Ability to foresee consequences of actions.
5. Ability to distinguish logical consistency or inconsistency in a set of statements.
6. Ability to think in relativistic ways about self, others, and the world.
Six Artistic Stages of Development
In Creative and Mental Growth, Lowenfeld (1947) theorized there were six stages of
artistic development that develop progressively along a continuum. These stages were: (a)
scribble stage (b) pre-schematic (c) schematic (d) realistic (e) naturalistic, and (f) adolescent.
Anderson (1994) added that these artistic graphical stages often correspond to cognitive
development. For example, Lowenfeld (1947) stated that the scribble stage starts around 18
months old when the child develops enough eye/hand coordination to pick up a drawing utensil
and make random marks on the page. This behavior corresponds with Piaget's sensorimotor
intelligence stage of cognitive development, which ends around 18 months (Newman &
Newman, 2018). Hardiman and Zernich (1980) stated the application of art instruction appeared
limited in this stage no matter if the child had an intellectual disability or not.
At the ages of two, three, and four, children often draw or paint directly over one
graphical idea with another one as they develop their symbol systems (Day & Hurwitz, 2012).
This behavior was similar to Piaget's preoperational thought stage, where children start to
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develop schemes symbolically, which ends around the age of seven years old (Newman &
Newman, 2018). Lowenfeld (1947) listed the pre-schematic stage starting around four years old
lasting to around seven. During this stage, graphic symbols for a human begin to develop as a
circular shape with straight lines coming out of it to represent arms and legs (Hardiman &
Zernich, 1980). Additional forms begin to develop, fluctuate with learning, and towards the end
of the pre-schematic stage become stabilized to a familiar style (Anderson, 1994). Initially, the
color used in the artwork was spontaneous and nonrepresentational. However, children begin to
use realistic colors for items towards the middle and end of the preoperational/pre-schematic
stage. Day and Hurwitz (2012) stated before formal school experiences, children relate and
explore events emotionally crucial to their lives, often depicting family members and pets in
their artwork. Anderson (1994) considered children with developmental delays might display art
that was idiosyncratic with the impoverishment of form, lacking details.
According to Lowenfeld (1947), the schematic stage was the next graphical stage and
usually showed up in children around seven to nine years of age. Children develop a
personalized symbol for items such as the sun, houses, and people during this stage. These might
be drawn with similar features as other children, but some features might be unique to each
person (Anderson, 1994). By the time a child reaches eight years old, baselines and skylines
appear in their artwork. The use of fold-overs and x-ray pictures is also common for children to
show depth in their artworks (Anderson, 1994). According to Day and Hurwitz (2012) six-,
seven-, and eight-year-old children usually construct several schemata that gain sophistication in
detail as they continue to draw. This commitment to development allows a child or adult to
become better at drawing. Anderson (1994) stated towards the end of the schematic stage, the
artistic process becomes important to the child, style-wise the sky finally meets the ground, and
the space in between is organized and filled with objects accordingly.
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There was a slight overlap of ages for Lowenfeld and Piaget's next stages. Lowenfeld
(1947) stated the realistic or "gang age" stage starts around nine years of age to about twelve
years old. Piaget's second to last stage, concrete operational, ends around the age of eleven or
twelve as well (Newman & Newman, 2018). Children's artwork around this time focused on
same-sex groups. Boys' artworks included sports, space, and pop culture themes. Girls focused
more on horses/unicorns, parties, and non-sexualized figures if they draw human figures at all
(Anderson, 1994). Hardiman and Zernich (1980) mentioned that, unlike the preoperational
child's drawings, art at this stage is less static, and the figures have been differentiated in terms of
sex and role. According to Day and Hurwitz (2012), children are influenced by their visual
cultures, such as television, movies, and video games, which they try to copy. Day and Hurwitz
went on to state copying art styles found in visual culture is not harmful unless it stultifies or
limits individual expression. An additional aspect of this stage is that proportional relationships
gradually emerge as the child's concern for reality increases (Hardiman and Zernich, 1980).
Anderson (1994) stated that overlapping objects, diminishing size, ground plane, and linear
perspective could be found in the artwork of the realistic stage.
The pseudo-naturalistic was the second to last stage of graphic development, according to
Lowenfeld (1947). The age ranges for this stage were from twelve to fourteen years old
(Anderson, 1994). At this point, Piaget would have considered a child to be in the formal
operational stage where they can distinguish abstract thoughts from reality (Newman &
Newman, 2018). Reality was very important to children at this age as peer groups gain more
influence in their lives. Anderson (1994) stated artwork tends to be very realistic during this age.
Most learners were critically aware of the discrepancies between what they see and how they
were able or unable to draw realistically. Day and Hurwitz (2012) argued that it was during this
age range, art education was important to be continued because most people stop drawing during
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this timeframe. If a person stops practicing their skills, drawings of human figures done by adults
were very difficult to distinguish from the figure drawings of preadolescent children (Day and
Hurwitz, 2012). Anderson (1994) mentioned that a large self-conscious factor comes into play
with people who have disabilities and their artwork. Artists might oscillate or revert to rigid
stereotypical forms or even draw something that resembles artwork found in schematic and preschematic stages. Anderson also wrote that artists with IDD might regress to a lower graphical
stage if their mood was low. Lowenfeld (1947) listed adolescent art as the final stage, which
typically begins around the age of fourteen and beyond. Anderson (1994) stated this stage was
similar to the pseudo-naturalistic stage, in which imagery might be depicted realistically or not,
depending on the artist's preference. Anderson also mentioned artwork in this stage might hold
both conscious and unconscious meanings.
Living with IDD
Physical health
People with intellectual or developmental disabilities may be subjected to numerous
medical appointments and evaluations in their life because of their developmental disorders
(Bailey, 2016). According to Roll (2018), people with intellectual and developmental disabilities
have similar health problems as the general population but have a higher prevalence of health
issues. The CDC (2019) stated that some health conditions, such as asthma, gastrointestinal
symptoms, eczema and skin allergies, and migraine headaches, were common among people
with developmental disabilities. Krahn and Fox (2014) also stated that people with intellectual
disabilities as a group had higher rates of epilepsy and neurological disorders, gastrointestinal
disorders, and behavioral/psychiatric problems.
In addition to primary health concerns, Roll (2018) identified secondary health issues
such as obesity, bone fractures, and poor oral health as common problems in the IDD population.
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Both Roll (2018) and Krahn and Fox (2014) mentioned health disparities between the
developmentally disabled population and the general population. These disparities were from a
combination of sources such as having limited access to quality healthcare, either through a lack
of communication or inattentiveness from caregivers/health providers to a shortage of healthpromotion programs, such as healthy eating, exercise, good oral hygiene, to name a few.
Sexuality was another topic rarely discussed with people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities. Winges-Yanez (2013) stated adults with IDD were often not
recognized as sexual beings even though these individuals mature at almost the same rate as
those not labeled with IDD. Ditchman et al. (2017) and Wings-Yanez (2013) stated that a
common stereotype for people with IDD, was that they were asexual, childlike, and potential
victims of sexual assault or sexual deviants who cannot control their urges. Even though
sexuality was a broad domain that encompassed areas related to sex, gender, intimacy, dating,
parenting, health and birth control. The persistent societal belief that peoples with IDD were
asexual have had negative health impacts for this population due to the lack of sexual education
this population received (Ditchman et al., 2017). Stein et al. (2017) added that 88.7% of the
parents in their study approved of their child receiving sexual education and the results did not
vary significantly by the developmental status of the child. However, parents of children with
IDD (64.3%), endorsed for professional assistance with sexual education more often than parents
of children without IDD (34.6%). Quality healthcare and programs exist for the general
population, yet there was a lack of knowledge on adapting and creating health promotion
programs for the IDD population, which leads to their needs not being recognized or met
(Ditchman et al., 2017; Roll, 2018). Studies by Barelds et al. (2010), Krahn and Fox (2014) and
Roll (2018) identified improved health, feelings of empowerment, enhanced quality of life, and
reduced health disparities for patients with IDD through the use of inclusion in mainstream
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services, providing time to listen to the concerns of patients with IDD, and being person-centered
in approaching these individuals with decisions on their healthcare.
Mental health
Scott and Havercamp (2014) also reported that it was widely assumed people with
intellectual or developmental disabilities did not experience mental illness because they lack the
intellectual capacity to do so, but recently this assumption was disproven, and in fact, people
with IDD have a greater risk of developing mental illnesses. Finding exact information on people
with intellectual or developmental disorders and mental illnesses was challenging because the
presence of the mental disability complicates the diagnosis of a mental health issue due to
varying symptom presentations, deficits in communication for self-reported symptoms, and the
lack of training in professions to assess mental illness in clients with developmental disorders
(Scott & Havercamp, 2014). The results of their study showed 36.6% of their 10,627 adult
participants who have intellectual disabilities had a mental illness as well.
According to Bailey (2016), people with IDD have a higher risk of developing emotional,
psychological, and behavioral issues due to their developmental, cognitive, and communication
delays, making them more susceptible to physical, emotional, sexual abuse, and neglect. Because
of these physical, emotional, and psychological stressors, people with IDD were more likely to
use maladaptive and self-injurious behaviors (SIB) as coping strategies (Bailey, 2016). Gregori
et al. (2017) stated an estimated 10% to 15% of people with IDD have some form of maladaptive
behaviors that include aggression, self-injury, and property damage. These maladaptive
behaviors often lead to lifelong negative physical consequences to oneself or others.
Courtemanche et al. (2012) studied four individuals with profound intellectual and
developmental disabilities and found no consistent information that SIBs were from just pain
symptoms alone. Courtemanche et al. further stated that in their study, the participants appeared
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to be highly agitated and distressed when they engaged in self-injurious behavior and because
agitation and stress often co-occur with pain, that it was hard to distinguish with a low
functioning nonverbal person what they were feeling to differentiate if they were self-harming
from stress or pain. Bailey (2016) claimed maladaptive behaviors were often seen as part of
intellectual and developmental disabilities instead of possible mental health issues.
Community barriers
Policies surrounding intellectual and developmental disabilities have shifted over the last
several decades, leading to the transformation of the developmental services from
institutionalization to community-based recreation, employment, and living options (GCDD,
2019; Ouellette-Kuntz et al., 2010; Reynolds, 2011). With the increased inclusion in their
everyday lives, people's quality of life with IDD has been enhanced (Ouellette-Kuntz et al.,
2010). Rotholz (2009) stated that housing and work access were two main community barriers
for people with IDD. AAIDD and AUCD (2016) mentioned people with intellectual or
developmental disabilities usually do not have a choice in their living situation and Gill (2005)
mentioned that people with IDD placed in sheltered workshops were not allowed the choice of
what job they work and were usually discouraged from finding work in the community. Conrad
(2018) stated that sheltered workshops have been widely criticized for exploitative and
demeaning labor practices for two reasons:
1. Under the 1999 landmark case, Olmstead v. L.C., sheltered workshops were a form of
unnecessary segregation.
2.

The work performed was generally unskilled precluding any meaningful skill
development among employees.
Rotholz (2009) highlighted the importance of choice and how important it was for the

human race to remain mentally fulfilled. Historically, people with intellectual and developmental
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disabilities have had a lack of choice in many areas in their life (GCDD, 2019). Findings report
that this population, especially people with more severe intellectual disabilities, consistently had
low levels of activity in their daily lives (Felce et al., 2002; Jones et al., 1999; Stancliffe et al.,
2007). However, Miller et al. (2008) have found that for this population, having things to do in
the form of meaningful activities was essential to them and for their physical and mental health.
Current Treatments
Current treatments followed the behavioral, health, and medical model perspective. These
treatments included vocational training, community and home-based services, and living in a
family home or group home.
Vocational Training
Ford-Martin et al. (2012) stated current treatment plans for people with intellectual or
developmental disabilities included free testing and individualized education and skills training
within the school from the ages three to 21 years of age. Ford-Martin et al. stated that training in
independent living and job skills often started in late adolescence or early adulthood, with people
with mild levels of impairment being able to live and work independently in the community. In
contrast, people with more significant impairment needed supervision in group homes or
residential settings. Thornberry and Olson (2005) stated that because of previous stereotyping of
this population as dangerous, dependent, sick, or useless, vocational training has become mostly
irrelevant for today's workforce requirements. Gill (2005) claimed work offered in sheltered
workshops was labeled as "vocational/therapeutic" training, but in fact, were stimulated work
experiences that consisted of repetitive tasks and sub-servitude wages. Employees who worked
30 hours a week only received $30 a month (Gill, 2005). According to federal civil rights
watchdogs, current wages for disabled workers were listed as $3.34 per hour (Selyukh, 2020).
Gill (2005) continued to state sheltered workshops were no longer places of societal liberation
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that offered individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities the opportunity to learn
vocational skills, but instead became institutions that created their own army of workers that
were forever subjected to a life in the workshop because of their disability status and limited
income.
Community and Home-Based Services
Nagle (2018) noted the 1915(c) waiver was known as the home and community-based
services waiver (HCBS). This waiver requires people with intellectual or developmental
disabilities to receive long term support services in their own home and community settings
instead of institutions or isolated settings (Medicaid, 2020). Forty-four out of fifty states received
waivers for HCBS for people with intellectual or developmental disabilities (Nagle, 2018).
According to Medicaid (2020), 53% of all Medicaid long-term care spending for 2014 was on
HCBS. The U.S. Centers of Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS, 2020) stated that HCBS
services must include medical needs such as skilled nursing care, occupational, speech, and
physical therapies, dietary management, case management, caregiver, and client training. HCBS
also supports daily living in the form of senior centers, adult daycares, meal sites, home delivery
programs, personal care, transportation, and homemaker and chore services (CMS, 2020). The
most current data stated in 2018, 589,940 people with IDD were on waiting lists to receive home
and community-based services in the United States, with the states of Texas (323,434 people),
Ohio (68,644 people), and Louisiana (27,509 people) had the highest amount of people waiting.
(Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020).
Family Home
Parents act as supports and caregivers for their children with intellectual or
developmental disorders throughout their lives (Seltzer et al., 2012). The American Association
on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities and the Association of University Centers on
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Disabilities announced in a joint statement that of the estimated 6.2 million people in the United
States with IDD, most live with their families and receive long term services and supports funded
through waiver dollars (AAIDD & AUCD, 2016). However, Hewitt et al. (2013) stated there
were inconsistencies in the state's programs to support families as they all vary significantly in
their intent, design, and effect. Hewitt et al. suggested that there was: (a) an over-reliance on
Federal Medicaid, (b) that Medicaid only serves the eligible beneficiary aka the individual with
IDD and not the family, and (c) that families must make decisions on services that have
Medicaid reimbursement instead of what was best for the individual/family.
In their study, Seltzer et al. (2012) found a higher rate of 57% of adult children with IDD
co-reside with their midlife parents when compared with the 16% of adult children without IDD
living with their midlife parents. With older parents raising their adult children with IDD,
siblings are increasingly stepping in to help, but they are often overlooked by family support
policies and practices when taking care of their siblings with IDD (Hewitt et al., 2013; Seltzer et
al., 2012). Orsmond and Long (2021) added sibling relationships are often the longest lasting
relationships people with IDD have. Siblings’ feelings of love, devotion, and current or
anticipated caregiving roles likely reflect on their long-standing relationship and shared
experience. However, Lindahl et al. (2018) pointed out families, due to being structurally
disadvantaged and marginalized often lack long-term planning for adult children with IDD.
Lindahl et al. went on to say it was often assumed a sibling, or another family member will look
after the family member with IDD after parents pass away, with very few families indicating
they had housing plans in official writing.
Group Home
According to Shipton and Lashewicz (2016), group homes contain many residential
options designed to accommodate adults' range of care requirements with IDD. Boston (2013)
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stated group homes provide a safe and stable structure subject to rules and daily routines. Group
homes can be permanent, communal living space, with up to four private rooms, staffed 24-hours
by paid support professionals (Shipton & Lashewicz, 2016). People with IDD might also have to
live in large group homes where seven or more people live together, residential programs located
on campuses, or state and private institutions. Usually, placement depends on an "open bed"
model instead of being offered person-centered supports to meet their specific needs (AAIDD &
AUCD, 2016). In their study, Tichá et al. (2012) found that people in residential settings with 16
or more people had fewer choices in their everyday lives than other living arrangements. Tichá et
al. stated that people with mild to moderate IDD have more control in their daily lives when
living in their own home, while people with severe and profound IDD have more control when
living in a group home with three or fewer residents. Shipton and Lashewicz (2016) stated
hallmarks of quality group homes contain social inclusion, self-determination, and staff working
in a person-centered manner.
Art Therapy
AATA (2017) stated art therapy was an integrative mental health and human service
profession that enriched the lives of individual, families, and communities through a creative art
making process. Art therapy can provide a safe, nonjudgmental, and nonintrusive path to
expression, healing, and growth (Boston, 2013). AATA (2017) listed that through of kinesthetic,
sensory, perceptual, and symbolic methods of creation, alternative modes of receptive and
expressive communication can be formed and circumvent the limitations of language. Visual and
symbolic expression can give voice to experience and empowers and transforms individuals and
communities (AATA, 2017).
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Expressive Therapies Continuum
Proposed by Kagin and Lusebrink in 1978, the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC)
was a theoretical art therapy concept that incorporated several U.S. art therapy pioneers'
approaches to the field (Lusebrink et al., 2013). Hinz (2009) stated the ETC examined and
summarized the essential steps involved in the visual expression process, such as processing
information and creative integration, focusing on the art media used in the art creation. Hinz
(2009) and Lusebrink et al. (2013) listed three levels of the ETC that included: (a)
Kinesthetic/Sensory, (b) Perceptual/Affective, and (c) Cognitive/Symbolic, with all levels
interconnected by the creative level. Lusebrink et al. stated the ETC encompassed two polarities,
where if there was an emphasis on one polarity, the involvement of the other polarity decreased.
This concept can be seen in each ETC level pair.
Hinz (2009) and Lusebrink et al. (2013) listed the following information on the ETC
level components. The Kinesthetic level focused on simple motor expression to express energy,
while the Sensory level concentrated attention on the sensory exploration of materials, surfaces,
and textures. The Perceptual level dealt with figurative aspects of mental imagery and
highlighted the formal elements of art creation. In contrast, the Affective level focused on the
individuals' emotions as they interact with the art material. The second to last level, the
Cognitive level, contained complex thought processes that emphasize conceptual formation,
categorization, problem-solving, spatial differentiation and integration, etc. The Symbolic level
emphasized comprehensive processing of intuitive thought through sensory and affective
sources, autobiographical processing, and symbolic expressions.
Lusebrink et al. (2013) conceptualized that the ETC provided the opportunity for art
therapy to examine artistic expression systematically by incorporating psychological and
neurosciences approaches of the time to imagery and visual processing. When Lusebrink and
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Kagan originally created the ETC, they synthesized the existing ideas about art therapy while
observing art therapy with patients with acute psychosis and developmental disabilities.
Lusebrink et al. (2013) described in a case vignette the use of the ETC with a minor with
developmental disabilities as she moved through the different ETC levels to process her feelings
about the sexual trauma she experienced while cognitively reinforcing her sense of self through
the art process.
Medicalized Narrative
Fraser (2018) stated, "In the absence of sustained consideration of how issues of
cognitive difference impact existing disability studies methods in the humanities, cognitive
disabilities are primarily a matter for the health and medical sciences to document, describe, and
define" (p.6). Miller et al. (2020) noted art therapy literature that addressed the needs of the IDD
population mostly followed a medicalized narrative aimed at treating individuals without fully
addressing the social processes, attitudes, and policies that create barriers and reinforce
assumptions of what qualifies as normalcy. Boston (2013) listed art therapy in residential settings
with clinical resources often designed therapeutic objectives, such as goals to improve emotional
and behavior issues, on treatment plans. Bailey (2016) stated that people with moderate to severe
developmental disabilities had daily routines that were highly structured with intensive therapy
and training developed by treatment teams and caregivers. Bailey continued to state these heavily
structured home environments left little opportunity for personal choices or self-expression,
which can increase maladaptive behaviors and cause a lack of motivation to do things. Boston
(2013) added art therapy in “group homes address academic issues with learning disabilities,
poor concentration, self-esteem, identity, and impulse control, as it serves as a safe,
nonjudgmental tool towards healing" (p.183). Participating in the arts has shown positive
improvements in the lives of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in the areas
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of self-expression and communication (Got & Cheng, 2008; Lister et al., 2009; Luzzatto et al.,
2017).
Got and Cheng (2008) found that parents and caregivers reported a slight improvement in
social interactions and language comprehension in the treatment group over the control group in
adults with developmental disabilities. However, the researchers found no noticeable change in
language expression by both groups. The participants did not report any self-perceived
improvement in life quality, social interactions, or language comprehension. Got and Cheng
suggested a more intensive program with a smaller group size might help with more personal
interactions amongst the group members, which might produce a positive outcome in expressive
verbal communication.
The study by Lister et al. (2009) offered creative art therapies to adults with intellectual
and developmental disabilities and found it helped participants with their social functioning,
enhancing personal expression, and increasing their social relationships. According to the Centre
for the Arts in Human Development (CAHD), this was done by providing multiple creative arts
therapeutic programs that took place twice a week for two years, with a third year used to
consolidate the participants' therapeutic gains. The researchers reported a constant flow of
student volunteers to help with the programs that fostered community between the abled and
disabled. CAHD also provided public outreach in the form of community plays and art
exhibitions with people with IDD taking center stage in sharing their creative accomplishments.
Lister et al. also reported that a consensus obtained through interviewing clients, family
supporters, and referring agencies that the work done at CAHD was beneficial to the participants
with IDD by allowing them to express themselves creatively and increasing their self-esteem,
social skills, and communication (Lister et al., 2009).
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Unlike the studies done by Got and Cheng (2008), and Lister et al. (2009), the Luzzatto et
al. (2017) program was a structured art therapy group with people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities. The DIS-ART CJ was a ten-week program that could be repeated. It
was designed to facilitate communication on two levels, (a) intrapsychic communication with the
self and (b) interactive communication with the group. Luzzatto et al. (2017) did this through the
image-making process, distancing from the art, silent observation, and verbal sharing. Through
evaluations and observation, Luzzatto et al. found that 91% of participants improved in at least
one of the four areas of autonomy, attention, communication, and socialization. With all
participants improving by the end of the second ten-week cycle.
Humanities Narrative
Fraser (2018) stated when compared to the amount of theoretical, social, and cultural
visibility physical disabilities received; cognitive disabilities such as IDD have not received
much critical attention by humanities scholars. Miller et al. (2020) said this had led therapeutic
services for people with IDD to follow a medicalized narrative that placed importance on
treatment instead of a more humanities approach that also acknowledged social and political
factors that affect people's lives with IDD. Miller et al. continued to state that art therapists who
follow a medicalized model have become the same gatekeeping helpers that have left the IDD
population in a position of perpetual dependency on society. Art therapists need to acknowledge
and reexamine their therapeutic relationship with people with intellectual or developmental
disabilities to rebalance the power between the client and the art therapist. They can begin doing
this with their clients by: (a) respecting autonomy and advocacy, (b) fostering reciprocal trust,
and (c) honoring boundaries regarding space and time (Miller et al., 2020).
Boston (2013) listed art as therapy and open studio-based groups as practical approaches
to address the group members varied cognitive levels because these groups can provide freedom
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of choice and are more flexible than structured groups. Miller (2020) noted people labeled with
IDD were engaged in studio-based practices all over the United States. These studio and art
centers supported the people labeled with IDD with everything they needed to make art and
supported integrating this population into the community. Having disability artists creating and
showcasing work in the community was an essential step to integration and allowing their voices
to be heard. But Kuppers (2012) voiced complaints that a large disabilities art exhibit being held
in California displayed artwork created mainly by people with IDD but did not allow them to
speak about their own art or have any voice in the promoting material. Kuppers went on to say
that people with disabilities often struggled to find their voice and obtain an accurate
representation of their personhood to enable them to escape the heavy burden of stereotypes and
medical imagery that surrounds them.
Bailey (2016) stated creative activities could provide alternate means of expressing one's
voice. Miller (2020) pointed out community art centers, and art therapy programs usually shared
overlapping goals, including outreach and increasing a person's self-esteem and communication
skills. However, Miller (2020) stated art therapists might not be welcomed in these spaces unless
they challenged the medical model that was deeply embedded in art therapy's practical beliefs of
normalcy. For art therapy to stand with social justice in the lives of people with IDD, they must
acknowledge the oppressing frameworks in their practice and embrace cultural humility, which
stands for openness and sensitivity to the aspects of cultural identity that are important to the art
therapy participants with IDD. Fraser (2018) claimed that if the humanities were to reclaim the
power to document, describe and define intellectual disabilities outside a medicalizing context,
humanities scholars must become more comfortable with the topic of impairment.
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Summary of Literature Review
The intellectual and developmental disabilities population often contended with
limitations to their verbal, physical, and cognitive functioning, which puts them at a disadvantage
when receiving physical and mental health services (Bailey, 2016; Krahn & Fox, 2014; Roll,
2018; Scott & Havercamp, 2014). While reviewing the literature on this population, common
interventions appeared to provide support for this population. These critical interventions
empowered people through choice, provided meaningful activities, and created communication
and socialization engagement. Art therapy can help this population because it can bypass
limitations in intellectual and verbal ability by promoting choice, self-expression,
communication, and socialization (Bailey, 2016). With the right supports, art therapy can
become a meaningful activity for individuals with IDD (Got & Cheng, 2008; Lister et al., 2009;
Luzzatto et al., 2017). However, it was essential to realize that not all people with intellectual
and developmental disabilities may find art rewarding; what might be therapeutic for one
individual with IDD might be counterproductive for another (Luzzatto et al., 2017). It was also
crucial for art therapists to become aware of the medicalized narrative attached to people labeled
with intellectual or developmental disabilities and how that narrative might affect how they
interact and work with this population (Miller et al., 2020).
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CHAPTER III
Methodology
The purpose of this research study was to investigate the effectiveness of an art
therapy group on self-expression, communication, social functioning and quality of life in
adults with intellectual or developmental disabilities. This mixed methods research study was
approved by the Saint Mary of the Woods College IRB Board. This research study gathered
data from the participants, guardians, and direct support professionals (DSP) in questionnaires
and semi-structured interviews. Additional data were collected by observing the group
working on tasks that promoted self-expression through the arts and communication through
group sharing activities.
Participants
Participants were asked to volunteer through the existing activity program ran through
Community Education in their town. Members of the program must be 18 years or older to
join this organization, with the ages ranging from 18 to 75 years old. Members of this activity
program must have some form of disability. The director stated that all members have
cognitive delays on a mild to moderate level. There were approximately 58 members in who
participated in the voluntary events. Members signed up for events using a mail-in flyer system
sent to their houses from the Community Education office. The researcher utilized this familiar
method of mail-in flyers to gather participants (Appendix A).
Fifteen individuals signed up for this research study, but due to the COVID-19
pandemic, only three female participants could attend since they resided in the same group
home that the researcher had access to during the pandemic. The women were assigned the
pseudonyms of Alice, Beth, and Elaine.
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The women ranged in age from 38 to 42 years old. Alice and Beth were Caucasian,
while Elaine was Native American of Lumbee descent. Participants had moderate to severe
intellectual and developmental disabilities and lived together in a group home in a rural, nonmetro community. The participants’ guardians were contacted about the nature of the research
study and signed consent forms for their wards to participate. The nature of the research study
was explained to the participants by the researcher, with guardians or direct support staff
helping with clarification. After Alice, Beth, and Elaine understood the research study's
requirements, they were given assent forms to sign. Because of the participants' cognitive
delays, guardians, and DSPs were asked to provide pre- and post-assessment data for the QLES-Q and Pragmatics Profile along with the participants' recollections. Since direct support
professionals were also included in the pre- and post-assessment data gathering, they were
also briefed about the research study's nature and were asked to sign a consent form. All
participants, guardians, and DSPs were informed they could drop out of the research study at
any time without any penalty (Appendix B).
Research Design
This mix methods research study evaluated creative arts activities based on the
Expressive Therapies Continuum (Hinz, 2009) in an one time a week eight-week Creative
Expressions Art group. The Quality of Life and Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire
(Stevanovic, 2011) and The Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults
(Dewart & Summers, 1996) was administered before and after the research study to the
participants, guardians, and direct support professionals about Alice, Beth, and Elaine’s
quality of life and communication skills. In each session (Appendix C), participants were asked
to check-in, engage in a small five-minute warm-up art exercise of their choice using the art
materials of the day, forty-five minutes to one-hour long artmaking directive with titled creation,
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silent group observation for five minutes, and sharing of artwork either verbally or nonverbally
for up to 45 minutes. Times varied depending on the number of group members and interaction
levels for the day. Interviews and art session observations were also used to assess this
research study's quality, as perceived by the researcher, participants, guardians, and direct
support staff.
Research Instruments
The Quality of Life and Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q)
The Q-LES-Q was a self-report instrument commonly used in outcomes research for
measuring life satisfaction in adults with cognitive or medical disorders (Got & Cheng, 2008).
Following the recommendations of Got and Cheng, this research study used four of the nine
subscales, which were subjective feelings (14 items), leisure time activities (6 items), social
relationships (11 items), and general activities (13 items). One item in the general activities
subscale concerning sexual life satisfaction was removed to not upset two of the three
participants who had past sexual trauma. For the first three subscales, the items were rated on
a 5-point scale from 1 (Not at all or never) to 5 (Frequently or all the time); where on the
subscale of general activities, the items were rated on a 5-point scale from 1 (Very poor) to 5
(Very good).
The pre-and-post Q-LES-Q were recorded with the participants, guardians, and direct
support staffs' permission and transcribed to increase accuracy. Because there was no control
group for this research study, participants, guardians, and direct support workers were asked
to fill the Q-LES-Q out individually for the participants. In total, each participant had three
pre-Q-LES-Q questionnaires filled out by themselves, with assistance from the researcher and
their guardian and DSP. Post-session Q-LES-Qs were held after the program’s final session
and asked the same questions from the pre-session questionnaire. Three post-Q-LES-Q
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questionnaires were also completed to see if the participants, guardians, and DSPs noticed any
changes in the participants' behaviors or perceptions after completing the Creative Expression
Art activities focusing on self-expression, communication, social functioning, and quality of
life.
Stevanovic (2011) stated there were three assumptions considered for validity in the
Q-LES-Q: (a) was that all items should be correlated minimally 0.4 to the total score when
looking for overlap using Spearman’s correlation; (b) the correlations should not be vastly
different between each item; and (c) the Q-LES-Q should be significantly connected with the
CGIs, PGIs, and CGIi as a means of criterion validity. Stevanovic stated that the assessment
was assumed to have appropriate internal consistency reliability. It was able to identify stable
subjects, detect the quality-of-life changes in unstable subjects, and that the Q-LES-Q should
be sensitive enough to detect differences in life quality between different people.
Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults
The Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults was an informal
interview using opened ended questions to measure the language skills used in everyday
situations (Dewart & Summers, 1996). The pre-and post-Pragmatic Profile was recorded with
the participants, guardian, and direct support staff permission and transcribed to increase
accuracy. Pre-session Pragmatic Profile asked the participants, guardians, and direct support
staff to answer questions about the participants' communicative functions, response to the
communication, interaction, conversation, and contextual variations. Post-session Pragmatic
Profile was held after the program’s final session and asked the same questions from presession interviews to see if the participants, guardians, and DSPs noticed any changes in the
participants' communication after completing the research study.
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Dewart and Summers (1996) and Martin et al. (2017) stated the Pragmatics Profile
adopted a descriptive and qualitative approach, and it should not be considered a measure,
which was often used in quantitative methods. For reliability in the Pragmatics Profile, the
interviewee was asked similar questions throughout the interview, and the reliability was
tested out by how consistent the responses were. Dewart and Summers (1996) stated validity
can be found in the Pragmatics Profile through obtaining information about the client from
multiple sources in the process of triangulation. Martin et al. (2017) added the Pragmatics
Profile’s validity lies in research based on things relating to pragmatics rather than having
correlations with scores on other assessments or developmental scales.
Program Session Observation
A key element for collecting data this research study was done through observation of
the social interactions between group members as they participated in the Expressive
Therapies Continuum inspired directives that allows for choice and self-expression and the
group image reflective process and discussion that occurs during the art therapy sessions.
Creswell and Creswell (2018) pointed out observation was a form of research that could have
lots of variables, such as the observation structure, if the observer engaged in participation,
and how well the researcher can observe and attend the group at the same time. Girard and
Cohn (2017) stated observational measurements nicely capture the occurring behavior over
time, which is essential to the functionality of the study and the dynamics that unfold in it.
However, Girard and Cohn also pointed out that validity in observation is a property of
interpretations made from measurements and not a property of the measurements themselves or
of the instruments that produced them. Validity can be threatened when the observational
assessment is too narrow and fails to capture important aspects that are happening in the study
outside the expected. Validity can also be threated if the observational assessment is too board as
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well (Girard & Cohn, 2017). Carson and Morrison (2009) suggested that observational validity
limitations were something researchers needed to be critically aware of and something they
needed to appropriately recognize and address to keep the study valid for future researchers.
Using similar observation standards established by Luzzatto et al. (2017), this research
study evaluated each individual at the end of each session on four dimensions of participation:
autonomy, attention, communication, and socialization (Appendix D). Autonomy was defined
as the capacity to listen to instructions provided and to be able to follow the process without
relying too much on help from somebody else. Attention was defined as the capacity to
concentrate on beginning working on an image, being motivated enough to complete it, and
interested enough to title it. Communication was the willingness and ability to participate in
the distancing and silent observation, acknowledge the group images, and sharing one’s image
and title with the group during the sharing phase. And the final dimension, socialization, was
defined as the capacity to interact with the group and the researcher (Luzzatto et al., 2017).
Using a 0 (low) to 3 (high) scale for each dimension, the researcher evaluated the
individual participants based on observable actions that Luzzatto et al. (2017) listed in their
study. Observable actions for autonomy included being uninterested and dependent, interested
but dependent on being involved and independent. Observable actions for attention included
being very distracted, partially distracted, or totally concentrating on the process. Observable
communication actions ranged from unwilling to observe and share, need encouragement to
watch and share, or willing and happy to observe and share. Observable socialization actions
went from being unsociable, interacting negatively (angry or destructive) to being positive
(friendly).
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Post-Program Interviews
Post-session interviews (Appendix E) were held after the program’s final session. The
semi structured interviews focused on perceptions of change that the participants felt in
completing the creative expressions art activities. Some questions asked to the guardians and
direct support professionals involved if they saw any positive or negative effects in the
participants level of self-expression, communication, social functioning because of the
Creative Expression Arts group. At the end of the interviews the participants, guardians and
direct support staff were allowed to make any comments about the art group. Gani et al.
(2020) stated the validity and reliability of the qualitative data is greatly dependent on the
researcher as they are expected to be a main character in the interview session. Inexperienced
researchers might affect the validity and reliability of data collected from interviews if they do
not perform a systematic procedure of conducting the interview session. Gani et al. continued to
state that a pilot test can help improvisation in the actual interview and should be considered to
master before they collect qualitative data.
Art Images
For their work with the IDD population, Luzzatto et al. (2017) selected art directives
based on the Expressive Therapies Continuum. The ETC’s approach to image making allowed
clients to activate sensations, emotions, and cognitions. Directives for this research study were
selected from Expressive therapies continuum: A framework for using art in therapy (Hinz,
2009) and through group supervision and discussion of ETC based art directives. The
participants Alice, Beth, and Elaine were introduced to many different art materials to learn how
to express themselves, such as clay, acrylic paint, and watercolors, along with the standard
graphite, colored pencils, and markers the participants already owned. A summary of the
directives included:
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Day One: Kinesthetic Dot Drawing. The first project was a Kinesthetic activity
consisting of creating a dot drawing out of markers. The participants were provided with
references to dot drawings seen in Pointillism art. An adaptive tool of animal and letter
stencils was provided to the participants to have a base to start making their art. Providing
stencils allowed the participants to focus on the Kinesthetic dotting rhythm instead of
worrying about drawing.
Day Two: Kinesthetic Playing with Clay. The second project allowed the
participants to play around with clay. The researcher modeled some techniques, such as
rolling and pounding the clay, then prompted the participants to do the same. The
participants were told to move the clay around in whatever manner they wished. After
about 5 minutes of continuous play, the participants were encouraged to continue to play
with the clay, but if a form came out of the play, they could stop and build it up.
Day Three: Sensory Finger Painting. For the third activity, the participants were
provided gloves if they wished to wear them for the finger-painting project. The participants
were encouraged to select their colors and move the paint around as they wanted, focusing on
the paint's sensation against their fingers.
Day Four: Sensory Raised Salt Painting. The fourth activity consisted of the
participants manipulating various art tools to create their final product. Paper, glue, salt,
watercolors, and brushes were used to generate the salt paintings. The salt provided a sensory
aspect compared to regular water paintings.
Day Five: Perceptual Crumbled Drawing. The fifth activity was a perceptual
drawing consisting of crumbling up some drawing paper, unfolding it, and looking for shapes
and images within the folded lines. Markers were provided for ease of use.
Day Six: Perceptual Acrylic Pour Painting. For the sixth activity, the group leader
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did a step-by-step demonstration of an acrylic pour painting. Afterward, the participants were
encouraged to follow along one step at a time. After the acrylic paint was poured,
participants were encouraged to look at their paintings and see if they could find any shapes
or symbols within their art.
Day Seven: Affective Watercolor Painting. The seventh project consisted of using
watercolors on paper to stimulate effect. The participants were allowed to use the adaptive
tool of wax crayons to provide a water-resistant base, so they had a point of reference as they
painted and decreased the frustration of their image washing away.
Day Eight: Affective Painting to Music. For the eighth project, the participants were
given the opportunity to select their own music to listen to as a group while they painted. The
group decided on classic rock and painted what they felt as the music guided them through
this directive that focused on connecting to emotions.
Day Nine: Cognitive Treasured Possession Then/Now. For the ninth project, the
participants were given the prompt of Treasured Possession Then/Now the day before, so
they had enough time to think of what to draw. On the day of the project, the group leader
held a discussion where the participants could talk aloud about the prompt before drawing.
Each participant was asked to draw two pictures representing something they treasured from
the past and now.
Day Ten: Cognitive Survival on the Island Collage. For the tenth day, the
participants were given the prompt of making a collage of three things they would bring on
an island to live. The group leader explained how to make a collage out of images from
magazines. Discussions were encouraged while the group members worked.
Day Eleven: Symbolic Mask Making Day 1. For the eleventh project, the
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participants watched the group leader demonstrate how to make a mask out of paper mâché
cloth, a mask base, and water. Participants made their own masks after demonstration. The
masks were allowed two days to dry thoroughly.
Day Twelve: Symbolic Sponge Painting. The project consisted of
making acrylic paintings out of natural and hand-cut shape sponges for the twelfth day. The
participants were asked to pick symbols out of the different shapes they made.
Day Thirteen: Symbolic Masking Making Day 2. After the masks dried from Day
Eleven, the participants were encouraged to paint and decorate their masks to represent
themselves. Paint, beads, and feathers were provided to the participants to decorate their
masks.
Day Fourteen: Free Choice. Day fourteen started with reviewing the past artwork
the participants made during the Creative Expressions Art Group. After reviewing the
artwork, the participants were asked individually which project or art media they would like
to use again. Alice chose to work in clay, Beth chose collage, and Elaine wanted to do
another acrylic pour painting. All the participants decided to paint their clay projects from
Day Two and then start their Free Choice projects.
Day Fifteen: Free Choice. The last day of the Creative Expressions Art Group
consisted of the participants working on their Free Choice projects, group observation, and
sharing their artwork verbally or nonverbally. In additional to the traditional setup of the
Creative Expressions Art group of sharing their artwork. The group leader initiated a
discussion for the participants to talk about their thoughts and feelings about participating in
the art group.
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Data Collection
The participants’ resided in the same residential home, which led to the ability to store
the artwork onsite in private storage boxes and folders. Photographic documentation was taken
after the completion of all artworks with approval by the participants and guardians. The
participants were made aware there were limits to confidentiality to what was said or done in the
group and additionally, recognized that confidentiality and anonymity among the participants
was not possible due to their living situation. Confidentiality for the participants' private
information was protected by ensuring any of their information that can directly identify them
was stored separately on a password-protected electronic storage or a locked box. Copies of the
artwork kept by the researcher was assigned codes and all identifying information was removed
from the copies. In the cases where the identifying information could not be removed because it
would alter the artwork too much, further steps were taken. The researcher documented the
themes found in the artwork, so a written account was still available for research purposes and
then kept the identifying visual in a locked box. All the information collected for this research
study was locked up to protect confidentiality. The data will be maintained for three years and
then properly shredded and disposed of through a secure disposal service.
Data Analysis
Data organization included preparing and reviewing the pre-and post-assessments and
interviews to be analyzed, coding the data received from the assessments and interviews,
generating description and themes from the artworks, and then representing the description
and themes into chronological events, images, and graphs (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
This research study was designed to use mixed methods to analyze the data collected
throughout the study. Data from the Q-LES-Q and Pragmatics Profile were put into a
qualitative and mixed methods computer software called MAXQDA 2020 to assist with
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analyzing the data. Because of modifications made to the study due to COVID-19, there was
not enough data to be statistical significate. So, the researcher analyzed all the data
qualitatively using the pre and post tests, session observation forms and interviews collected
from the participants with IDD, guardians, and direct support professionals. The artwork
created during the Creative Expressions Art group was analyzed by hand, simultaneously as
the post interviews were being done. This research study was designed to look for themes of
self-expression, communication, social functioning, and quality of life so these codes were
expected to show up in the data.
While hand coding the visual images, each picture was printed out and the researcher
analyzed, and coded different aspects found in the image. Winnowing of the data occurred to
narrow down on the themes found in the artwork as the images were densely packed with
information. Common themes found in the artwork were grouped to create seven categories.
The categories found within this research study was: (a) abstract art, (b) representational art,
(c) childhood, (d) emotions, (e) family, (f) staff, and (g) personal agency. These categories
became subthemes for the expected themes of self-expression, communication, social
functioning, and quality of life (see Figure 1). Creswell and Creswell (2018) stated visual data
is becoming more frequently used in qualitative research, however, challenges arise when
using this data as cultural and society reflections might be present rather than the individual’s
perspective. Creswell and Creswell further stated that anonymity was also hard to respect with
visual images. In this research study all information that could be traced back to the
participants was blanked out or not included to preserve privacy of the individuals involved.
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Figure 1
Thematic Analysis Chart

Validity and Reliability
Validity for this research study can be found through the use of multiple approaches to
keep the integrity of this study (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Summers and Dewart (1996)
suggested the triangulation of data from multiple perspectives for validity. In this study, the
data was triangulated from the participants with IDD, guardians, and direct support
professionals' answers. Validity was also achieved through giving detailed descriptions to
convey the findings, clarifying the researcher’s own bias, and including negative information
that might counter the research study’s central themes of self-expression, communication,
social functioning, and quality of life (Creswell & Creswell, 2018). Reliability for this study
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was found in keeping accurate transcriptions of data and keeping the data up to date and
consistent in an organized way throughout the study. Reliability was also found in the
consistent way all questionnaires and interview questions will be administered to the
participants, guardians, and direct support professionals (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).
Ethical Implications
When working with a vulnerable population, it was essential to get consent from the
guardians and also permission from the vulnerable adult. AATA (2013) stated that when
clients cannot provide informed consent; art therapists protect clients by seeking permission
from a third party. The art therapist must also ensure the third-party acts consistently with the
clients’ wishes and interests. Art therapists have to take reasonable steps to enhance a
vulnerable clients’ ability to give informed consent consistent with the clients’ level of
understanding.
This research program was designed so all participation was voluntary and ran through
the community education program, which already had a set way of encouraging involvement
through paper flyers. Because this was an art group, there were limits to confidentiality,
which were disclosed and noted in the consent forms. This included:
1. Participants might experience some stress or anxiety during the art-making process
or after in the observation and sharing of the group's artwork section.
2. Participants were not asked to do more than they were willing to do.
3. To help ease some of these stressors, the researcher took steps to ensure adaptive
learning tools would be provided to the participants to help engage them in their
creative arts process.
4. The group leader and direct support staff would be available to assist if any
participants felt emotionally overwhelmed.
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Researcher Bias
Potential bias can exist because the researcher has worked with this population before.
Even if the researcher did not work directly with a participant in a caregiving aspect, the
researcher and participants live in a small town and might be aware of each other. The researcher
initiated this Creative Expressions Art group through an existing program, where the participants
would have actively engaged with each other before. While prior relationships might exist with
the participants, a Creative Expressions Art group focusing on communication and selfexpression was not offered before in this town for this type of population. Asking for volunteers
through the program mailed flyer system could potentially stop some of these biases during the
group's formation. The researcher also had the potential bias of believing in the power of art to
help people with IDD develop self-expression, communication, social functioning, and quality of
life.
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CHAPTER IV
Results
An analysis of the data indicated four overarching themes. These themes included: (a)
self-expression with subthemes of abstract art, representational art, and childhood; (b)
communication, with a subtheme of emotions; (c) social functioning with the subthemes of
family and staff; and (d) quality of life with a subtheme of personal agency.
Self-Expression
Alice, Beth, and Elaine created over thirty unique artworks using ETC based directives
during this study. All the artworks can be seen in Appendix F. The researcher observed that the
participants felt more comfortable expressing themselves with more resistive media such as
graphite pencils, colored pencils, and markers.
Mask making was introduced to the participants as a way for them to represent
themselves on their masks. Alice designed her mask after her favorite Carebear, labeled as
Funshine Bear (See Figure 2). Beth appeared absorbed in decorating her mask but stated she
made a mask for herself before, so "she did not have a plan for this one." After looking at her
completed work (See Figure 3), she finally named it My India Girl based on the "mark on her
forehead." The mask project was the only time Elaine created herself in her artwork, and she was
giggling the whole time she was painting it and ended up labeling the mask after the emotion she
was feeling, called My Silly Mask (See Figure 4).
Throughout the Creative Expression Arts group, Alice leaned towards building objects
from model magic clay as her preferred mode of self-expression. Out of the three group
members, Alice was the most insistent about painting her Day 2 clay figures and building new
ones for her free choice artwork. Beth stated the method she had the most fun with was the
sensory salt drawing, but she also liked collage making since she selected that method for her
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free choice artwork. Elaine stated she liked all the art directives. Her free choice artwork was the
multistep abstract acrylic pour painting.
Figure 2
Alice's Mask: Funshine Bear

Figure 3
Beth's Mask: My India Girl
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Figure 4
Elaine's Mask: My Silly Mask

Abstract Art
Abstract art appeared in twelve individual artworks. Alice and Beth created three abstract
paintings each, while Elaine doubled their amount by creating six abstract artworks. Abstract art
was mainly produced during Finger Painting, Acrylic Pour Painting, and Sponge Painting
directives. Simultaneously, these three directives used tools (finger, paint cups, and sponges) to
help the participants manipulate the paint. The absence of paintbrushes was observed to lead to a
more abstract end product of colors mixed together with no definite shapes. See Figure 5 and
Figure 6.
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Figure 5
Elaine's Finger Painting: Sunset

Figure 6
Beth's Acrylic Pour Painting: The Frog and the Swan

The two abstract artworks that were created by markers was done for the Crumbled
Drawing directive by Elaine. In these two works (Figure 7 and 8), Elaine was engaged in tracing
lines and alternating colors, but when asked what she perceived in her Crumbled Drawing, she
was very hesitant in answering. At first, she laughed nervously and said, "I don't know," but after

CREATIVE EXPRESSIONS ART GROUP
some verbal encouragement from the group leader, she studied her drawings for about one
minute and announced she saw a bush in her warmup drawing and a tree in her final picture.
Figure 7
Elaine's Crumbled Drawing Warm Up: Bush

Figure 8
Elaine's Crumbled Drawing Final: Tree

Usually, all abstract artwork was labeled with nature titles, such as Tornado, Sunset,
Bush, Tree, The Frog and Swan, Cloud, Puppy in the Sky and Beautiful Sunset, and Birds.
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Elaine's free choice artwork was an acrylic pour painting; in this painting, she perceived a horse
in the image and called it Spirit. Alice was the only participant who described her abstract
artwork with fantasy titles, such as Two Birds and a Pirate Ship stuck on a Rock, Pirate Ship and
Gold and Fish and Cat Fighting Over a Heart. This pattern of creating and labeling her artwork
after fantasy elements continued even when she made representational art.
Representational Art
Representational artwork appeared 33 out of 45 times within this research study. Artwork
featuring more representational imagery was often done with everyday objects, animals, fantasy
creatures, family members, pets, seasonal items, pop culture, and ideographs. Often the artworks
contained more than one representational object, so the image is built up to create a visual
narrative. Beth wrote her story on the front or back of her artwork five times, and she also
labeled the objects in her images four times. Alice wrote out her narrative twice and labeled
items in her pictures twice. Elaine never wrote a story to her artwork and labeled only one object.
The written narrative was often done very simply to describe what was going on in the scene.
Alice stated she often felt "frustrated with drawing because my images don't look like my
memories."
The theme of nature was also found in representational art, but unlike the abstract art,
which had no humans or anthropomorphizing of animals, these representational drawings and
paintings usually contained one or more human or animals interacting (See Figure 9 and 10).
Fantasy creatures or themes also were heavily featured, showing up in Alice's work seven times,
not counting her three-fantasy titled abstract works. Beth had seven fantasy themed works, and
Elaine had zero fantasy artworks.
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Figure 9
Alice's Crumbled Drawing: Two Fairies by an Apple Tree

Figure 10
Beth's Watercolor Landscape: The Angel and Riley the puppy
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Childhood
All three participants chose to express aspects of their youth during the study. Alice
created three artworks that represented childhood. The first two artworks happened on Day 9
with the directive Treasured Possession Then and Now. On this day, Alice chose to depict her
past drawing as childhood items such as Barbie dolls, books, clothes, and furniture items that
could be found in a bedroom. Alice also drew a cat that she had when she was younger at the
paper's top center portion (See Figure 11). Alice's description also mimicked this position of
importance for the cat as she talked heavily about her childhood pet and how her cat "was silly
and entertaining to watch."
Figure 11
Alice's Treasured Possession Then: Past

Alice showed some misunderstanding with the prompt about the past and present when
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she drew her second drawing. Instead of drawing something that she enjoyed presently, Alice
decided to draw a scene when her adopted sister arrived home for the first time as her present
treasure. This picture was layered similarly to her first, but Alice chose to depict family members
instead of objects. Cats were also heavily featured in this picture. Alice once again focused on
describing the animals, and the important memories centered on her, her sister, and the cats, then
her sister's actual event coming home (See Figure 12). Alice's Treasured Possession Now
drawing was also the only time she felt like depicting herself in the 15 days she created the
artwork, which reinforces how her sister coming home was an event that involved the whole
family.
Figure 12
Alice's Treasured Possession-Now: Present

While the prompt did not state they had to draw something from their childhood, Beth
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also drew a scene of when she was a baby surrounded by family for her Treasured Possession
Then drawing (See Figure 13). In her picture, Beth drew herself as a baby in a crib with a toy,
surrounded by her big sister and her mother holding a bottle. The researcher noticed Beth
erased some items in her picture and expressed frustration by stating her picture "wasn't
coming out right." When presenting her artwork, Beth said her picture was of her "coming
home from the hospital" and described her mother and sister taking care of her as a baby.
Figure 13
Beth's Treasured Possession-Then: Me coming home from the hospital
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Elaine painted and drew two aspects of her childhood. The first was a painting she
made for Day 8: Painting to Music. In this artwork, Elaine painted a picture of one of her
childhood homes while listening to classic rock music. Elaine titled the work Me and my
Dad's House (See Figure 14) after thinking of the title for several seconds. Once she started
talking about her artwork, Elaine appeared happy by smiling but emotional about creating
something about her father, who passed away when she was little. Elaine stated that she "used
to listen to this type of music with my dad," so she wanted to paint their house. On day 9:
Treasures Possession Then/Now, Elaine drew her most treasured possession in the past as her
dad's van (Figure 15). Elaine described driving "everywhere" with her father, and she
appeared to be fond of that memory since her voice grew softer, and she had a big smile on
her face. Later during the post-study interview, Elaine's guardian stated she was "shocked that
Elaine even remembered her father and was able to create artwork about him."
Figure 14
Elaine's Painting to Music-Me and my Dad's House
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Figure 15
Elaine's Treasured Possession-Then: Dad's Van

Communication
Throughout the art group, the participants were encouraged to share their thoughts and
feelings about the artwork they made and their thought process on how they developed their
work. Several times in the daily evaluations, the participants, particularly Alice and Elaine, had
difficulties communicating their thoughts. They would often take several minutes to think of a
title, have problems explaining their artwork, and were quiet when other people were sharing.
However, the participants seemed more comfortable communicating their needs, such as asking
for help or requesting somebody to pass an art material.
At the end of the art group, some guardians were over at the group home and observed
the participants sharing with one other. Alice's guardian stated that he witnessed Alice being
patient when others explained their art, which was usually different from her everyday
interactions with her housemates. Other observations from the guardians and direct support staff
about the resident's communication were that the participants had more things to talk about,
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showed more understanding with procedures, and appeared to have more confidence when they
spoke. Elaine's DSP stated that the art group was great for Elaine because "it brought her out of
her shell."
Pre- and post-Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills indicated that the
participants, guardians, and direct support staff noticed some positive and negative changes to
the participants' communication skills even though most of their answers stayed the same or
carried a neutral tone overall (see Appendix G).
Alice reported positive changes to her areas of requesting information, rejecting items
offered to her, expressing upset emotions, initiating conversation, overhearing conversations, and
perceiving an interactant's reaction. Alice's guardian did not see any positive changes. Alice's
DSP noticed positive changes in the participant's ability to request information, express
pleasurable emotions, maintain an interaction/conversation, overhearing a conversation, and
joining in on conversations, and complying with social conventions.
Alice reported negative changes in expressing pleasurable emotions, responding to
nonliteral language, joining conversations, and terminating a conversation. Alice's guardian
reported negative changes in the categories of telling stories and jokes, responding with
amusement, responses to conflicting views, and conversational repair. Alice's DSP also noticed a
negative change in conversation repair and rejecting items.
Beth reported positive changes to her areas of rejecting, giving information, responding
to nonliteral language, initiating and terminating a conversation. Beth's guardian saw a positive
difference in Beth's attention directing to the guardian. Beth's DSP noticed positive changes in
the participant's ability to narrate a story or joke, maintain an interaction/conversation, and
joining in on conversations.
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Beth reported negative changes in the areas of overhearing conversations. While Beth's
guardian reported negative changes in attention directing (to events, objects, or other people),
expressing negative emotions, responding with amusement, responding to conflicting views,
responding to hints, maintaining an interaction or conversation, overhearing conversations,
terminating a conversation, conversation topics about people, difficultly expressing herself in
situations that cause stress, and sociolinguistic awareness. Beth's DSP reported negative changes
to the areas of conversation repair and overhearing conversations.
Elaine reported positive changes to her areas of requesting information, asking for
clarification if she does not understand something and varying the topics she would talk about.
Elaine's guardian reported positive changes to Elaine's ability to reject items and to vary her
topics. Elaine's DSP reported positive changes in the participant's ability to direct staff's
attention, requesting assistance, rejecting items, understanding spoken words, responding to
conflicting view, responding to hints, initiating conversations, maintaining an interaction or
conversation, overhearing conversations, joining conversations, and adjusting the way she talks
in sociolinguistic awareness.
Elaine reported negative changes in requesting assistance, expressing negative emotions,
and giving information if she felt upset, letting people know if she doesn't understand something
they have spoken to her about, maintaining an interaction or conversation, and joining
conversations. Elaine's guardian reported negative changes in Elaine's ability to give information,
respond to amusement, initiate conversation, join conversations, and terminate conversations.
Elaine's DSP reported no negative changes between the pre-and post-Pragmatic Profile.
Emotions
Even though Alice, Beth, and Elaine had difficulties sharing their thoughts or putting
their feelings into words, their emotions still were communicated in their artwork and processed,
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sometimes, briefly in their description. Some observed emotions from the participants were
happiness and joy while they created and shared artwork and sometimes frustration if an artwork
was not going as planned, and they needed time to work out the problem. Sadness was also
observed when participants talked about family members who passed away or did not have
contact with. None of the participants cried or acted out any negative emotions during the
Creative Expressions Art group.
Some emotions Alice described in her art included missing her mother (See Figure 16)
and anger in the form of an abstract sponge painting done in bright reds, yellows, and oranges of
a fish and a cat fighting over a heart (See Figure 17).
Figure 16
Alice's Clay Project: Mom
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Figure 17
Alice's Sponge Painting: Fish and Cat Fighting Over a Heart

Beth showed how complicated emotions could be in her two paintings. The first was a
fingerpainting done in dark tones of blue, purple, and black. At one time, Beth described her
image as a "feelings tornado" (See Figure 18). The next day in a similar visual fashion, she
created a swirl of lines with a heart in the center as her warmup artwork (See Figure 19). Her
final artwork for that day was a salt painting of her name colored in blue with what she described
as tears surrounding it. Beth titled that artwork Raindrop. When asked why she decided to depict
her name like that, Beth shrugged and said she "just wanted to" in a hesitant and shy manner.
Figure 18
Beth's Finger Painting: Tornado
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Figure 19
Beth's Raised Salt Painting: Warm Up

Elaine focused on happy feelings in her artwork (See Figures 20). Creating these
feelings in her art might have indicated Elaine's view of participating in the art group. At the
post-study interview, she described herself as "enjoying and having fun," making artwork with
her roommates. While Elaine displayed happy emotions in her drawings and paintings, she was
also able to tap into some deeper emotions connected to her childhood when talking about her
father, who passed away when she was a child.
Figure 20
Elaine's Raised Salt Painting: Happy
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Social Functioning
The theme of social functioning has ties to different themes, such as communication and
quality of life. We cannot have proper social functioning without communicating and interacting
with other people. Being with other people often improved a person's quality of life, as seen by
the three participants: Alice, Beth, and Elaine, all reporting feeling connected and happy while
participating in the art group. The guardians and direct support staff also reported the benefits of
the art group enriching the social functioning between the participants and their caregivers by
giving the participants the ability to share their creative works of art with another person outside
their routine verbal exchanges.
The ability to form and have social connections with other people was very important to
the participants, as found in their artwork and observed by the researcher when Alice, Beth, and
Elaine talked about the relationships in their life. The theme of social functioning was seen in the
participant's artworks in the form of multiple figures, either human or animal interacting with
each other (see Figure 21).
Figure 21
Alice's Dot Drawing: Bunny Making the Cat Feel Better
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Sometimes the theme of social functioning was not apparent when first looking at the
artwork. However, during group sharing, Alice, Beth, and Elaine would often talk about the
important people in their lives or activities they shared with others. Pictures of animals brought
up memories of going to the zoo with other people (See Figure 22). A simple clay figure
transforms into a nephew playing basketball (See Figure 23). A prompt about surviving on an
island became a fun camping trip with a parent and pets (See Figure 24).
Figure 22
Elaine's Dot Drawing: The Good Are From

Figure 23
Alice's Free Choice: Nephew Playing Basketball
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Figure 24
Beth's Survival on an Island Collage: Me and my Mom and Molly camping

A negative aspect of social functioning also appeared during this study. One of the main
observations was that Alice, Beth, and Elaine were very observant of each other's actions and
would try to control each other if they perceived someone was doing something wrong. This
perceived wrongdoing was mainly seen through their exploration of the art materials. At the
beginning of the art group, the participants were taught different art mediums but were allowed
to use the art materials as they pleased in their creative process. However, this led to the
participants policing each other on the proper way of using the art media. The group leader had
to remind Alice, Beth, and Elaine that as long as they were not hurting themselves or others that
using the art media in different ways, then what was taught was allowed. Another observation
from the art group was that the participants would try to tell each other what to do with what
color to use, what they should make, or how they should share their artwork. The group leader
addressed this behavior by reminding the participants that everybody has the right to express
themselves as they please while making art. With this daily reminder in the beginning, by the
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midpoint of the research study, the participants stopped monitoring each other and focused on
their artwork.
Family
When appearing in the participant's artworks, the family emerged as parents, siblings, and
grandparents interacting. Memories and happy emotions were mainly tied to family members, as
indicated by the fond way the participants spoke about their artwork. Very rarely did a memory
about a family member elicit a negative response. Out of all the artworks created, Beth was the
only one to actively start processing sad or confusing feelings in her art. In her Treasured
Possession Then/Now drawing, Beth drew a picture of her leaving her father and their apartment
to move to the group home. Tears and smiling faces were how Beth choose to process her
emotions in her artwork, which was further discussed in her description (Figure 25). Beth was
also the participant that showed the most dependency on caregivers in her art by creating artwork
that features animals relying on other animals, baby dolls, and even herself as a baby being taken
care of by her mother. See Figure 26.
Figure 25
Beth's Treasured Possession Then/Now: Me, Dad, and Yashi/ Group Home
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Figure 26
Beth's Free Choice: Family Collage

Staff
While the direct support professionals reported positive benefits of Alice, Beth, and
Elaine joining the art group. Staff members only appeared one time in the artwork created by the
participants. See Figure 28. In this drawing, Beth stated she wanted to joke around with her staff
by drawing a mouse in her vehicle. Joking or playfully teasing staff was noted by the DSPs as a
way that the participants like to interact with people.
Figure 27
Beth's Crumble Drawing: Warm Up
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Quality of Life
The Creative Expressions Art group was reported to be a positive experience on the
quality of life for all the participants. The participants all stated they enjoyed the art group and
had fun. The guardians and direct support staff said in their post-test interviews that they did not
see any negative results from the participants joining the research project. Alice's DSP stated that
Alice "looked forward to the art group, waited patiently, and was eager to start each day." Beth's
guardian even commented on the art group's importance during the COVID-19 pandemic and
stated that the art class made a big difference in Beth's mood and gave her something to look
forward to each day.
Since this research study only contained three participants, there was not enough data
collected from the Quality of Life and Enjoyment Questionnaire to show any statistical
difference in the quality of life in the realms of feeling, leisure time activities, social relations, or
general activities. When comparing the averages using modified measures of just the three
participants, there are slight positive improvements in all four categories. Guardian’s averages
indicated a mix of slight positive and negative changes. Direct support staff perceived no
changes to the quality of leisure time the participants had. In contrast, the DSP averages for the
other three categories showed slight negative changes. Refer to the Appendix H for the full
tables.
Personal Agency
Participants often relied on caregivers for their physical and emotional needs to be met
while living in a group home. Having to rely on other people might lead the participants to not
knowing themselves fully without another person's input involved in decision making. Because
of the restrictions on the participants' decision making. The theme of personal agency regarding
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freedom and dependency appeared as two forces that the participants subconsciously deal with
but never verbally touched upon. In the artwork, the theme of having freedom in one's agency
was often seen in things that can travel, such as cars and boats. See Figures 28 and 29.
Figure 28
Elaine's Clay Figure: Car

Figure 29
Alice's Acrylic Pour Painting: Pirate Ship and Gold
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While Alice, Beth, and Elaine could not operate a vehicle of their own, they talked about
riding in cars or boats as fun and exciting activities that can bring new experiences in their life.
Although the personal agency to explore had dependency elements for Alice, Beth, and Elaine,
the participants viewed this dependency as secondary to traveling and being free from everyday
routines. To contrast, the feeling of breaking routines, traveling, and feeling free; dependency
was depicted with recurring roles, barriers, and baby dolls.
Though the feelings towards having freedom in their personal agency were generally the
same between the participants, the participants held different feelings of being dependent on
others. On the topic of personal agency, Alice never spoke of feeling reliant on others even when
she painted situations that would make a person feel helpless, such as a boat being stuck on a
rock (See Figure 30). Alice's dependency elements in her artwork are related to not having the
personal agency to connect with her family or feeling like she cannot interact with them as she
would like. This inability to interact can be seen when she created her mom and a baby doll out
of clay. Alice never claimed she was the baby doll and even stated she didn't know why she
created it, but that she was missing her mom at the time of creation.
Figure 30
Alice's Figure Painting: Two Birds and a Pirate Ship stuck on a Rock
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While Alice was indifferent to feeling dependent in her personal agency, Beth depicted
herself the most out of the three participants and most often as a baby or a small child. When
Beth explained her artwork with themes of dependency in them, she often related it to not having
the personal agency to connect or be with other people like she wants. From Beth's artworks and
verbal descriptions, it appears that her mother and family are important factors in her life, and
she misses being connected to them while living in the group home.
Elaine depicted herself the least in the art group. When she did create a more personal
artwork, it was usually an inanimate object, such as a house or a van, that she would relate back
to herself and her dad. Elaine's self-described nomadic lifestyle as a child was outside her
personal agency but growing up traveling that way shaped Elaine's ideals. These ideals
contrasted with her life at the group home. Even though Elaine's guardian brings her out on
vacations, Elaine often said she wanted to have more freedom from the group home.
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CHAPTER V
Discussion
This study aimed to find if the participation in an once a week eight-week art therapy
Creative Expressions Art group for adults with intellectual or developmental disabilities affected
their level of self-expression, communication, social functioning, and quality of life. Observation
done by the researcher, analysis of artwork themes, and data collected from interviews, Q-LES-Q
questionnaire with modified scoring, and the Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication
Skills were used to draw conclusions for this study. Overarching themes included selfexpression, communication, social functioning and quality of life.
Self-Expression
The Expressive Therapies Continuum based art directives were used as a starting base
and mode for creativity. While some directives (Acrylic Pour Painting and Mask Making) had
steps to follow for successful completion; the participants were not required to follow the
directives beyond listening to the initial instructions. If a participant did not wish to do a
directive but still wished to make art, they were allowed to. The group leader only encouraged
the participants’ self-expression with the use of the art materials, written, and verbal expression.
An interesting observation happened at the beginning of the art group. After the
participants were taught how to use an art material, they began to monitor each other’s art
creation and tried to discourage self-expression. They appeared to be stuck on the proper way to
use the art materials, and if somebody was using it in a new way, it was interpreted as wrong in
their eyes. This behavior might be connected to their structured daily environments where they
are showed and taught many things that have a right or wrong way of doing them (AAIDD &
AUCD, 2016; Bailey, 2016). There might also be cognitive development indications for this
behavior. In Piaget’s Cognitive Developmental theory people reached a concrete operational
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thought stage around seven to eleven years of age (Newman & Newman, 2018). Hanfstingl et al.
(2019) stated people at this stage developed skills in logical reasoning, perspective-taking, and
understand classification patterns. But they cannot understand abstraction or transfer these
thoughts to a case-by-case basis. To Alice, Beth, and Elaine the concept of self-expression might
still be an abstract thought so once they were taught how to use an art material, they logically
classified this activity as a learning act which must be followed a certain way. The monitoring of
each other’s artworks and trying to discourage self-expression could have been a form of
concrete operational thinking instead of formal operational thought, which can apply abstract
thoughts to a given situation (Newman & Newman, 2018). After the participants were reminded,
there was no right or wrong way to make art as long as nobody got hurt, this monitoring and
policing behavior ceased.
Boston (2013) stated that group homes provide a stable, safe, structured alternative home
environment for its residents. Bailey (2016) found that people with developmental disabilities
often have highly structured daily routines and rules that they have to follow which leaves little
room for personal choices or self-expression. Because the Creative Expressions Art group met at
Alice, Beth, and Elaine’s group home residence, their daily routines were disrupted, however,
this also provided an opportunity for them to be creative and make choices in their individual
artworks, title creation, when and what they shared in the group. The art group itself was not
highly structured allowing for spontaneous creative self-expression.
Abstract Art
It was noted that abstract art was mostly created by the participants for the directives of
Sensory level Finger Painting, the multi-step Perceptual Acrylic Pour Painting, and Symbolic
Sponge Painting. While these three directives asked for Alice, Beth, and Elaine to operate in
different modes of visual expression such as using figures, cups, and sponges instead of standard
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paint tools like brushes. The abstract completed works, especially Finger Painting and Sponge
Painting, might indicate that the use of paint in these directives had more of an influence on the
participant’s emotional creative processing then what was asked of them to think or perceive.
According to Hinz (2009), paint was categorized as a fluid art media that can elicit an emotional
response within the creator. The Affective component of the ETC primarily reflects the
processing of emotions (Lusebrink et al., 2013). Hinz (2009) stated that mediators or tools
influence the interaction between media and expression. The abstract paintings found in this
study used unconventional tools such as fingers, sponges, and cups. Paint applied with a brush
has a different expressive experience then painting with a finger, Hinz (2009) added that using
the hands to paint could initiate a sensory experience because the participants were directly
feeling the art materials. This physical connection might evolve into an Affective response where
they created more emotional artworks that the nonverbal part of the brain connected to
movement and senses released. The participants would first experience the Sensory component
through the contact of skin and looking at the abstract art further, the painting showcased what
Lusebrink et al. (2013) stated as variations of the Affective component in the disintegration of
form, clashing colors, inappropriate colors for the subject, and indiscriminate mixing of colors.
Representational Art
Fraser (2018) claimed that visual narratives gave individuals with severe cognitive
disabilities the opportunity to be recognized as individuals over figures or patients in a medical
narrative that focuses on physical health over them as a thinking, feeling individual people.
Representational art found in this research study contained a wide range of imagery that allowed
the participants to express different aspects in their lives. Everyday objects, animals, fantasy
creatures, family members, pets, seasonal items, pop culture, and ideographs showed up in the
artworks and these visual narratives were expanded upon in participant’s discussions.
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Sometimes, Alice and Beth also wrote out the narratives to give a clearer picture of what they
were trying to depict or assist them in telling their story to the group. Elaine never wrote any
narratives for her artworks and only created two pieces of artworks with a human face.
According to Lowenfeld (1947) graphical symbols for humans begin to appear in artwork at the
pre-schematic stage of graphic development, which started around four years old to around
seven. Anderson (1994) stated people with intellectual disabilities around the schematic level of
graphic representation may choose not to have figures as the major theme of their drawings such
as Elaine did.
Representational art was created in many different art mediums such as clay, pencils,
colored pencils, markers, and collage. Hinz (2009) listed these art supplies under the resistive
category. Hinz suggested that resistive art media invokes cognitive experiences because it
requires the application of pressure and thought to apply the media. Lusebrink et al. (2013) stated
that cognitive integration of forms and lines, categorization, problem-solving, and word
inclusions were signs of operating on the Cognitive level of the ETC. Having the majority of the
artwork created in this research study done in a cognitive operating process contradicted the
widely assumed idea that people with IDD do not have the intellectual compacity to do much in
their lives including having mental illnesses (Scott & Havercamp, 2014).
Childhood
The theme of childhood was often used to express aspects of the past. Alice and Beth
depicted childhood family scenes and talked about feelings of connectedness. Elaine drew
objects that represented parts of her childhood with her father. When talking about these
childhood objects, Elaine often displayed happy and nostalgic emotions connected to her family.
Out of the three participants, only Alice’s guardian described her hobbies and interests as
juvenile. Alice and Beth created artworks with some form of childhood character presented in
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their work, such as Care Bears and Frozen. Thornberry and Olson (2005) found that adults with
IDD were often infantized due to their cognitive abilities. According to Ditchman et al. (2017)
and Winges-Yanez (2013) people with IDD are stereotyped as asexual, childlike, or innocent for
protective measures. Stein et al. (2017) added that historically people with IDD were not
provided sexual education in hopes that their sexual urges would remain dormant. Women with
IDD were especially labeled as victims that need to be protected by their families, caregivers,
and program agencies (Winges-Yanez, 2013). Stein et al. (2017) stated while parents know their
children with IDD are at risk of sexual abuse, only 28.6% of parents believed their child could be
in a coercive or consensual sexual experience before the age of 18. Ditchman et al. (2017) stated
society’s attitudes of sex and view adults with IDD unable to understand sex has caused this
population to have limited access to reliable sex education and placed a stigmatizing belief of
asexuality and eternal childhood onto a person’s self-concept of themselves. Winges-Yanez
(2013) described, how their sister with IDD was only briefly taught about sexuality as a child
and now as an adult, retreats to television characters and video games when the topic of sexuality
is brought up.
Alice and Beth’s interests in childhood characters might indicate that they had limited
access to more mature content because of this belief that they need to be protected and their
sexual urges need to remain dormant. However, Alice and Beth never talked about feeling like
they were being treated like children that had no personal agency during this study. In fact, both
Alice and Beth drew themselves as children the most out of the study. Alice drew and labeled
herself one time as a child and Beth drew and labeled herself two times as a child and two times
with a baby doll. Considering the artwork that depicted these women as children and their verbal
accounts for these drawings, the feeling of familial love and protection were the main driving
force behind the creation of these artworks.
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Communication
While communication delays can exist with this population, that does not mean that
people with mild, moderate, and severe forms of IDD cannot verbally communicate. Got and
Cheng (2008) found in their study that art creation in a group format helped with slight
improvements in language comprehension and mentioned a smaller group might produce a
positive outcome in verbal language communication. Alice, Beth, and Elaine communicated
many ideas during this research study such as emotions towards family members, death and
loneliness, hopes for the future, fun group activities, hobbies, and interests. Through their art the
participants were allowed to communicate intrapsychically with themselves while creating their
artworks, writing visual narratives, and titling their creations. Through the group sharing process
the group member practiced interactive communication skills with the group leader and each
other.
Beth often created visual narratives and came up with titles for her artwork quickly
showing her ability to communicate meaning between herself and her work. Out of the three
participants she was the one that voluntarily provided thoughts and questions to the other artists.
Beth’s past art group experience and her higher cognitive functioning might have played a part in
her ability to communicate more successfully than the other participants. The Pragmatics Profile
filled out by her guardian indicated Beth showed eleven new negative communication traits
during the time frame of this study. However, both Beth and her direct support staff reported a
lower number of negative traits at one and two respectively.
Alice was able to create artworks full of rich visual narratives but had a hard time
explaining and titling her artwork to others. This might indicate Alice was able to communicate
with her inner thoughts to depict her visual narratives but had a difficult time voicing these
thoughts to others. Alice also had difficulty understanding another person’s perspective about her
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art and one time appeared defensive in her combative tone and closed off body language when
Beth interpreted an artwork differently than Alice’s own inner thoughts. This behavior and
Alice’s difficulties providing feedback to other artists might indicate egotistical thought. Piaget,
stated people in the preoperational thought stage, were often egocentric and had difficulty
understanding another person’s perspective (Newman & Newman, 2018). However, Alice’s
guardian reported he saw her being patient and respectful when other people were talking, which
was out of Alice’s normal behavior.
Elaine’s artwork was often idiosyncratic in nature with impoverishment of form and
lacking details. Anderson (1994) indicated idiosyncratic and impoverished artwork is a
sign of a person with a developmental disability. Elaine also had difficulty titling her artwork
and talking about her artwork to the group, however, her daily session evaluations indicated she
got better in these domains. For her Pragmatics Profile, Elaine noticed positive changes in three
categories while her guardian saw two positive change and her direct support staff saw eleven
positive communication changes during the time frame of this research study.
Emotions
Hinz (2009) stated emotions were basic to the human experience and that people can
learn to identify emotions, discriminate emotions from each other, and to express emotions
appropriately through the use of art creation. The aim of this study was not to do traditional art
therapy with the participants but some directives such as Painting to Music and Treasured
Possession Then/Now brought out healthy emotional expression in the participants. These
healthy emotions included reminiscing about loved ones who passed away, expressing love and
loss of daughters who were adopted out, and thinking about relationships. This healthy
expression of emotion was a good indication that the IDD population can benefit not only in
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creative expressions art groups that focus on communication and social functioning but also from
a therapeutic relationship in the form of art therapy.
Bailey (2016) mentioned people with IDD were at a higher risk of developing emotional,
psychological, and behavioral issues due to their developmental, cognitive, and communication
delays. Some ways people act out their emotions through maladaptive behaviors when they lack
the words or opportunity to share. Bailey (2016) wrote that maladaptive behaviors were often
accepted as being part of the IDD diagnosis, while mental health problems were not. Gregori et
al. (2017) stated that maladaptive behaviors come out during times of stress and heighted
emotions in the forms of aggression, self-injury, and property damage. People with severe
cognitive delays were at risk of committing harmful self-injurious behaviors because of their
inability to explain if they were experiencing pain or stress (Courtemanche et al., 2012). One
participant had a history of self-harming when her stress and emotions were high. However, no
self-harming or maladaptive behaviors were seen or reported during the time of this research
study.
Social Functioning
Social inclusion enhanced the quality of life of people with intellectual or developmental
disabilities (Ouellette-Kuntze et al., 2010). Miller et al. (2008) found that having meaningful
activities to do was important for this population. Art therapy groups have been shown to
increase level of social interactions and language comprehension in adults with IDD (Got &
Cheng, 2008), self-esteem and social skills (Lister et al., 2009), and autonomy and attention
(Luzzatto et al., 2017). Guardians and direct support staff indicated that Alice was more patient
and willing to share, Beth improved in her conversational topics, and Elaine appeared happier
during the art activities which lead to better social interactions overall.
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Alice, Beth, and Elaine also indicated social interactions with loved ones were very
important to them in their artworks and verbal responses. Both Beth and Elaine had friends, most
with cognitive disabilities, outside of their group home. However, no friends were created in
artworks or talked about during the Creative Expressions Art group. Alice hasn’t had any friends
outside of the group home since early childhood. Newman and Newman (2018) indicated
children with IDD begin to have relationship problems in the upper elementary school grades.
Anderson (1994) added children around twelve years of age are either pulled into peer culture
and join a group or become a loner and withdraw into a fantasy world. Alice’s artwork focused
heavily on fantasy worlds with two or more figures interacting, which might indicate her desire
for companionship.
Family
In this study Alice, Beth, and Elaine all lived in a group home away from their families.
They depicted their family members eleven times and talked about them even more than that.
Family members were big influencers in their life and the participants often sought out their
family for companionship, care, and advice. However, the Q-LES-Q and Pragmatics Profile
showed that the participants and their guardians did not always share the same ideas about the
lives of the participants. In the data sets for the Pragmatics Profile, the guardians had a more
negative opinion about the participants’ communication skills when compared with the
participants and staff results. However, the Q-LES-Q questionnaire with modified scoring
showed the guardians saw slight improvements in the areas of leisure time activities and general
activities of the participants at the end of the study.
Staff
For this study, direct support staff provided excellent feedback on the social functioning
of the participants because they often interacted with Alice, Beth, and Elaine for longer periods
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of time then the participants’ guardians. Data found in the Pragmatics Profile showed the direct
support professionals and the participants shared similar answers to the questions more often
than the participants and their guardians. Indicating the extra time spent daily with Alice, Beth,
and Elaine helped the staff have a slightly better understanding of the social functioning of
participants. For adult’s with IDD who resided in a group home, staffing was almost a constant
source of socialization and support (AAIDD & AUCD, 2016). Shipton and Lashewicz (2016)
stated staff support was key to social inclusion and self-determination as adults with IDD were
often aware of their own limitations in the community and needed the support of staff to assist
when problems arise.
Quality of Life
The CDC (2018) lists quality of life as a broad multilayered concept that often includes
subjective evaluations of both the positive and negative aspects of one’s life. For the quality of
life of people in the IDD population, important concepts often emerge from the literature from
both the medical and mental health fields. These quality-of-life concepts include independence,
productivity, and inclusion (ALC, 2019), communication (Roll, 2018), choice (Tichá et al.,
2012), self-determination (Shipton & Lashewicz, 2016), self-expression, creativity, and
opportunities for socialization (Bailey, 2016). On the Q-LES-Q with modified measures focusing
on qualitative themes, Alice, Beth, and Elaine felt their quality of life had slight improvements
after attending the Creative Expressions Art group. Guardian and staffs’ perceived slight
negative changes in the participants’ mood, level of independence, and interaction with others.
However, participants, guardians and staff all verbally reported that they felt the Creative
Expressions Art group was overall positive for Alice, Beth, and Elaine’s creative self-expression,
communication, self-esteem, and creativity. These improvements were observed despite the
limitations placed on participants due to COVID-19 precautions. Got and Cheng (2008) found
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that participants in their study did not report any self-perceived improvements in their quality of
life.
Personal Agency
Freedom and dependency were never verbally talked about within the art group by the
participants. However, these themes showed up in many forms in their artworks. Nature, cars and
boats represented freedom. While routine roles, barriers, baby dolls, and childhood represented
dependency. These two themes of freedom and dependency represented the duality of people
with intellectual or developmental disorders in today’s world. As adults with intellectual
disabilities on a moderate and severe levels, Alice, Beth, and Elaine were aware that they needed
support in their daily lives. The APA (2013) suggested individuals with moderate IDD needed
extended teaching and reminders to be independent in their daily lives. Adults with severe
intellectual disabilities required supports in all daily life activities and needed constant
supervision and support to complete tasks. Alice, Beth, and Elaine reported that they liked
attending the Creative Expressions Art group and they all appeared to like the majority of the
directives as they got to make their own choices. Alice showed some difficulties following the
directives that had more steps or rules involved with the creation, such as making the mask base.
In addition to choices all the participants stated they loved getting out of the house and traveling,
especially after being cooped up for the winter and due to COVID-19 restrictions. Elaine was the
only participant to voice a slightly negative comment about living in the group home with a wish
of being able to have more freedom out of town with her non-disabled friends. Shipton and
Lashewicz, (2016) and Tichá et al., (2012) both found personal agency, freedom and inclusion
were important concepts for people with IDD to live fulling lives.
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Limitations
This research study was originally intended to be done with a group of 15+ people with
intellectual or developmental disabilities in a community setting. However, because of the
COVID-19 pandemic modifications to the original plan had to take place. While these changes
do not have a deep impact on the three participants, there was not enough data collected to be
statistically significant to show any changes in the participants’ self-expression, communication,
social functioning, or quality of life. Another limitation for this research study was that the
participants resided in the same group home. The participants were already comfortable talking
and interacting with each other, because they lived together for several years. So, the researcher
was mainly observing established ways of communicating and interacting instead of observing
interactions between a diverse group who were forming new connections. The researcher also
had interacted with the participants in a caregiver aspect for a few years prior to this research
study, so that helped facilitate the ease of data collection but possibly hindered the participants to
truly express themselves.
Recommendations and Future Studies
The current literature about intellectual and developmental disabilities mainly focused on
their home, health and behavioral care, with limited studies on the use of art therapy with this
population. Studies by Got and Cheng (2008), Lister et al. (2009), and Luzzatto et al. (2017)
suggested that art therapy groups for this population focus on developing self-expression and
improving communication, social functioning and quality of life. However, Miller et al. (2020)
felt that art therapy should also address social and political factors. Some ways art therapists can
do this is by: (a) respecting autonomy and fostering an environment where the client can be their
own advocate for projects, (b) fostering trust between the client with IDD and art therapist, and
(c) honoring space and time boundaries (Miller et al., 2020). Recommendations for future studies
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is to continue on this track of cultivating creative expression with attention to personal agency
and with skill building activities that build the self-confidence of a population that often lack
power and voice in their own lives.
Kuppers (2012) stated people with disabilities often struggled to find their voice and
obtain an accurate representation of their personhood outside the stereotypes of the medical
model that surrounds them. Studies examining the lives and inner thoughts and feelings of people
with IDD are lacking in all fields of literature. This current research study shows there is a base
for future research studies to develop creative and therapeutic directives that explore the inner
lives of people with intellectual or developmental disabilities. Additional recommendations for
future studies are to include working more individually with people with IDD and other
neurodevelopmental disabilities such as Autism Spectrum Disorder to explore their inner lives so
it can be applied to other areas of their care.
Conclusion
This study aimed to investigate if an eight-week Creative Expressions Art group for
adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities can positively affect their self-expression,
communication, social functioning, and quality of life. Verbal reports from the participants,
guardians, and direct support professionals suggested creative-based directives focused on selfexpression and communication between the artist’s inner thoughts. Alongside a group sharing
model helped this population with their social functioning and quality of life. However, because
of this research group’s size, there was not enough data to show any statistical benefits.
Scott and Haverncamp (2014) stated diagnosing people with IDD with mental
disabilities was difficult due to their varying symptom presentations, deficiency in
communication, and lack of trained professionals to assess this population. Luzzatto et al. (2017)
noted the psychotherapy based on verbal communication was insufficient for the IDD
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population. Luzzatto et al. went on to say that art therapy lines up more with the therapeutic
goals of increasing concentration, gaining autonomy, cultivating self-expression, and building
communications skills this population needs. Bailey (2016) stated that art therapy was in a
unique position to help the IDD population. Art therapy helps the developmental disabilities
population overcome personal, developmental, and mental barriers through the use of adaptive
methods and alternative forms of communication that focus on the creative expression of the self
in nonverbal ways (Got & Cheng, 2008; Lister et al., 2009; Luzzatto et al., 2017).
This study can help advance the field of art therapy by providing information for areas in
the lives of people with IDD that hardly ever get touched in the professional literature in the
medicalized professions. This study showed the inner personal thoughts about emotions,
relationships, and personal agency directly from adults with IDD more thoroughly than the
current medicalized models that focus on treatment of care without addressing the mental health
of the people they are trying to care for. Fraser (2018), Kuppers (2012), and Miller (2020) wrote
that adopting a humanities model of care allowed individuals with IDD to express their inner
voice. Art therapy has shown to be flexible enough to address the unique therapeutic problems
this population has and bring light to the social injustices the IDD population face in our current
society that over medicalizes to try to achieve their version of normalcy. Art therapists need to be
comfortable enough with intellectual disabilities to help individuals with IDD to find their voice
in a society that often tries to hide them from view in doing so ensures that art therapy stands
against oppressing societal frameworks and embraces the various cultural identities in our world.
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APPENDIX A

VOLUNTEERS
WANTED FOR CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS ART
GROUP
WHO?
Community Education
Group Members with
Disabilities
WHEN?
April 17th to June 5th, 2020

PURPOSE OF
THE STUDY
PROCEDURE
6 smaller creative art projects
to build up to 1 bigger art
project of participants’ choice.
Reflect on your personal art
process and share your art in a
small group format.

TIME
COMMITMENT
2-hour Session
1x per week
8 Weeks

COMPENSATION

WHERE?

Learn art techniques to express
yourself.

CONTACT PERSON

NAME OF
INVESTIGATOR

CREATIVE EXPRESSIONS ART GROUP
APPENDIX B

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Guardian Form
Title of the Research Study: The Effects of a Creative Arts Expression Group on SelfExpression, Communication, and Social Functioning of Adults with Neurodevelopmental
Disorders

Principal Investigator:
Co-investigator:
Co-investigator:

Your ward is being asked to participate in a research study about: What are the effects of
participation in an 8-week art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with
neurodevelopmental disorders in the realms of self-expression, communication, and social
functioning?
Key information for you to consider is provided below. Please carefully consider this key
information and read this entire form to obtain more detailed information about this research
study. Please feel free to ask questions about any of the information before deciding whether
your ward can participate in this research project. Participating in this research project is
voluntary.
Key Information



Purpose of the researcher study:
This study is to see if an art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with neurodevelopmental
disabilities have any effect on their self-expression, communication, and social functioning of the participant.
Procedure and Duration:
At the beginning and ending of this study, you, your ward and if there are direct support staff available will
participate in a Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction questionnaire and a Pragmatics Profile of Everyday
Communication Skills in Adults assessment. Each person will provide answers separately to keep responses
unaltered.
The Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction question will take approximately 30 minutes per person to
complete.
The Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults interview will take approximately 1 hour per
person to complete.
Your ward will be asked to participate in check in, do a small warm up art exercise, artmaking with title creation,
silent group observation, and sharing of artwork either verbally or nonverbally.
This will take approximately 2 hours per 8-week sessions.
You do not have to be present for the art sessions.



Risks and discomfort:
Risks or discomforts from this research study could include stress or anxiety during the art making process or
after during the observation and sharing of artwork stage. Your ward is only being asked to contribute at the
level they are comfortable with. But if they do experience any negative feelings during the research study, the
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co-researcher and program staff will be available to assist your ward with any questions or concerns they have.
program staff will also have the emergency contact information of your ward if any unforeseen problems arise.


Potential benefits:
Benefits that may be expected from this research study include potential increase in levels of self-expression,
communication, and social functioning for the participants who have neurodevelopmental disorders. Developing
new artistic skills and interacting in a group environment.



Participation is voluntary.

Purpose of the Research
The purpose of the research study is to see if an 8-week art therapy Creative Arts Expression
Group for adults with neurodevelopmental disorders will have any effect on the participants level
of self-expression, communication, and social functioning.
Your ward is being asked to participate because they are a registered member of a community
education group, who is an adult with some form of neurodevelopmental disorder.
Neurodevelopmental disorders include Intellectual or Developmental Disabilities, Learning
Disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorders, Motor Disorders, Tic Disorders, Genetic Disorders such
as Down Syndrome, Fragile-X Syndrome, Communication, Speech, and Language Disorders,
and Disorder due to neurotoxicants such as Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder.
Procedures
People who have knowledge of your ward’s communication style such as the subject/participant
of the art session, guardian and direct support staff will be asked to answer questions on the
Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q) and The Pragmatic Profile
of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults before Session 1 and after Session 8.
Subjects are asked to complete the questionnaire and assessment to the best of their abilities
without their guardian and direct support staff present to provide unaltered responses. The coresearcher will ask before administering the questionnaire and assessment if the subject will need
any adaptive devices to complete the task. The co-researcher then will use or provide any
adaptive devices needed to help the subject to be independent in answering any questions.
Guardians and direct support staff are being asked to fill out the questionnaire and assessment to
provide additional feedback on the subjects, where the subject might be unaware of their
thoughts/behaviors or cannot answer the original question due to any cognitive delays the subject
might have. Guardians and direct support staff will complete the questionnaire and assessment
without the subject present to provide unaltered responses.
Having people knowledgeable in the subject’s communication style such as the subject,
guardians and direct support staff complete the questionnaire and assessment can point out any
perceived similarities or differences the subject’s level of self-expression, communication, and
social functioning. This can help the validity of the research through the use of triangulation.
All the pre and post test questionnaires and assessments will be used to see if there are any
perceived differences in the subjects level of self-expression, communication, or social
functioning because of the Creative Arts Expression Group.
Each session subjects will be asked to participate in check in, small warm up art exercise,
artmaking with titled creation, silent group observation, and sharing of artwork either verbally or
nonverbally. You do not have to be present for the art sessions.
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Each art directive is based in the Expressive Therapies Continuum, which is model of creative
functioning and processes, usually used in the art therapy field.
Session 1: Kinesthetic-Dot Drawing. Materials-paper, tempura paint pens or board tip markers
Session 2: Sensory-Finger Painting. Materials-paper, tempura paint, gloves
Session 3: Perceptual-Crumble Drawing. Materials-paper, board tip markers
Session 4: Affective-Watercolor Landscape. Materials-paper, white crayon, watercolors, brushes
Session 5: Cognitive-Treasured Possession: Then and Now, Materials-paper, board tip markers,
color pencils, crayons, watercolors, brushes
Session 6: Symbolic-Mask Making. Materials-premade masks, tempura or acrylic paint, board
tip. markers, decorative supplies
Session 7: Review of previously made artwork, discussion of what art materials they want to use
again, start free choice artwork with optional theme on closure/saying goodbye
Session 8: Final art session, complete free choice artwork, close group.
This research group with consist of eight weekly sessions that will take approximately two hours
each session.
Risks or Discomforts
There might be stress or anxiety during the art making process or after during the observation
and sharing of artwork stage. Participants are only asked to contribute at the level they are
comfortable with.
The co-researcher will provide examples of artwork and will be available to assist in the art
making process while also encouraging the participants’ own creative processes.
The co-researcher and program staff will be available to monitor and talk about any discomforts
a participate might feel.
Potential Benefits
Benefits that may be expected from this research study include potential increase in levels of
self-expression, communication, and social function for the participants who have
neurodevelopmental disorders. Developing new artistic skills and interacting in a group
environment.
Confidentiality
Because this research study involves a group there are limits to confidentiality to what is said or
done in the group.
Confidentiality for your ward’s private information will be protected by insuring any of their
information that can directly identify them will be stored separately from the data that will be
maintained for a period of three years in a password-protected electronic storage [or in a locked
box]. The information you provided to program previously will continue to be under their
protection.
Any information you provide to this research study will also be considered protected material.
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Voluntary Participation
It is entirely voluntary to participate in this research study. You and your ward can decline
participation in the study by not signing the consent form. You and your ward can withdraw
from the study at any time without penalty by contacting the co-investigator, even if you decide
to be part of the study now.
Either you or ward’s refusal to give consent initially or if you or your ward withdrawal from the
study after its begins, will not affect the present or future service they receive at the community
education program.
Use of Data for Future Study
Data that does not contain information directly identifying you or your ward could be used for
future research studies or distributed to another investigator for future research studies without
additional informed consent.
If you have questions about this research study, please contact the principal investigator or coinvestigator.
Principal Investigator
Co-investigator
This study was approved by the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board on _____________________. If you have questions or concerns about your rights
as a research participant, you may contact the chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board.
Chair, IRB
My signature below indicates that I am 18 years of age or older, I have been informed about this
study, I consent to participate, and I have received a copy of this consent form.
______________________________________
Signature

____________________________
Date

Note: If participant is under the age of 18, participant’s parent or guardian must sign the consent
form and the participant must sign an assent form.

Updated 01/14/2019

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College
ASSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Title of the Research Study: The Effects of a Creative Arts Expression Group on SelfExpression, Communication, and Social Functioning of Adults with Neurodevelopmental
Disorders
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Principal Investigator:
Co-investigator:
Co-investigator:
You are being asked to participate in a research study about: What are the effects of participation
in an 8-week art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with neurodevelopmental
disorders in the realms of self-expression, communication, and social functioning?
Key information for you to consider is provided below. Please carefully consider this key
information and read this entire form to obtain more detailed information about this research
study. Please feel free to ask questions about any of the information before deciding whether you
can participate in this research project. Participating in this research project is voluntary.
Key Information



Purpose of the researcher study:
This study is to see if an art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with neurodevelopmental
disabilities have any effect on their self-expression, communication, and social functioning of the participate.
Procedure and Duration:
At the beginning and ending of this study, you and any guardian or direct support staff you might have, who are
knowledgeable in your daily life will participate in a Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction questionnaire and
a Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults interview. Each person will provide answers
separately to keep responses unaltered.
The Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction question will take approximately 30 minutes per person to
complete.



The Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults interview will take approximately 1 hour per
person to complete.
You will be asked to participate in check in, do a small warm up art exercise, artmaking with title creation, silent
group observation, and sharing of artwork either verbally or nonverbally.
This will take approximately 2 hours per 8-week sessions.



Risks and discomfort:
Risks or discomforts from this research study could include stress or anxiety during the art making process or
after during the observation and sharing of artwork stage. You are only being asked to contribute at the level
you are comfortable with. But if you do experience any negative feelings during the research study, the coresearcher and program staff will be available to assist you with any questions or concerns they have. program
staff will also have your emergency contact information if any unforeseen problems arise.



Potential benefits:
Benefits that may be expected from this research study include potential increase in levels of self-expression,
communication, and social functioning for the participants who have neurodevelopmental disorders. Developing
new artistic skills and interacting in a group environment.



Participation is voluntary.

Purpose of the Research
The purpose of the research study is to see if an 8-week art therapy Creative Arts Expression
Group for adults with neurodevelopmental disorders will have any effect on the participants level
of self-expression, communication, and social functioning.
You are being asked to participate because they are a registered member of the program, who is
an adult with some form of neurodevelopmental disorder. Neurodevelopmental disorders include
Intellectual or Developmental Disabilities, Learning Disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorders,
Motor Disorders, Tic Disorders, Genetic Disorders such as Down Syndrome, Fragile-X
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Syndrome, Communication, Speech, and Language Disorders, and Disorder due to
neurotoxicants such as Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder.
Procedures
Subjects and any guardian or direct support staff you might have, who are knowledgeable in your
daily life will be asked to answer questions on the Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction
Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q) and The Pragmatic Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in
Adults before Session 1 and after Session 8.
People who have knowledge of your communication style such as you the participant of the art
session, guardian and direct support staff will be asked to answer questions on the Quality of
Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q) and The Pragmatic Profile of
Everyday Communication Skills in Adults before Session 1 and after Session 8.
Subjects are asked to complete the questionnaire and assessment to the best of your abilities
without your guardian and direct support staff present so you can provide unaltered responses.
The co-researcher will ask before administering the questionnaire and assessment if you will
need any adaptive devices to complete the task. The co-researcher then will use or provide any
adaptive devices needed to help you to be independent in answering any questions.
Guardians and direct support staff are being asked to fill out the questionnaire and assessment to
provide additional feedback on your communication style. Guardians and direct support staff
will complete the questionnaire and assessment without you present so they can provide
unaltered responses.
Having people knowledgeable in your communication style such as yourself, guardians and
direct support staff complete the questionnaire and assessment can point out any perceived
similarities or differences in your level of self-expression, communication, and social
functioning. This can help the validity of the research through the use of triangulation.
All the pre and post test questionnaires and assessments will be used to see if there are any
perceived differences in your level of self-expression, communication, or social functioning
because of the Creative Arts Expression Group.
Each session participants will be asked to participate in check in, small warm up art exercise,
artmaking with titled creation, silent group observation, and sharing of artwork either verbally or
nonverbally.
Each art directive is based in the Expressive Therapies Continuum, which is model of creative
functioning and processes, usually used in the art therapy field.
Session 1: Kinesthetic-Dot Drawing. Materials-paper, tempura paint pens or board tip markers
Session 2: Sensory-Finger Painting. Materials-paper, tempura paint, gloves
Session 3: Perceptual-Crumble Drawing. Materials-paper, board tip markers
Session 4: Affective-Watercolor Landscape. Materials-paper, white crayon, watercolors, brushes
Session 5: Cognitive-Treasured Possession: Then and Now, Materials-paper, board tip markers,
color pencils, crayons, watercolors, brushes
Session 6: Symbolic-Mask Making. Materials-premade masks, tempura or acrylic paint, board
tip. markers, decorative supplies
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Session 7: Review of previously made artwork, discussion of what art materials they want to use
again, start free choice artwork with optional theme on closure/saying goodbye
Session 8: Final art session, complete free choice artwork, close group.
This research group with consist of eight weekly sessions that will take approximately two hours
each session.
Risks or Discomforts
There might be stress or anxiety during the art making process or after during the observation
and sharing of artwork stage. Participants are only asked to contribute at the level they are
comfortable with.
The co-researcher will provide examples of artwork and will be available to assist in the art
making process while also encouraging the participants’ own creative processes.
The co-researcher and program staff will be available to monitor and talk about any discomforts
a participate might feel.
Potential Benefits
Benefits that may be expected from this research study include potential increase in levels of
self-expression, communication, and social function for the participants who have
neurodevelopmental disorders. Developing new artistic skills and interacting in a group
environment.
Confidentiality
Because this research study involves a group there are limits to confidentiality to what is said or
done in the group.
Confidentiality for your private information will be protected by insuring any of your
information that can directly identify you will be stored separately from the data that will be
maintained for a period of three years in a password-protected electronic storage [or in a locked
box]. The information you provided to Community Education previously will continue to be
under their protection.
Voluntary Participation
It is entirely voluntary to participate in this research study. You can decline participation in the
study by not signing the assent form. You can withdraw from the study at any time without
penalty by contacting the co-investigator, even if you decide to be part of the study now.
Your refusal to give consent initially or if you withdrawal from the study after its begins, will not
affect the present or future service you will receive at Community Education Programs.
Use of Data for Future Study
Data that does not contain information directly identifying you could be used for future research
studies or distributed to another investigator for future research studies without additional
informed consent.
If you have questions about this research study, please contact the principal investigator or coinvestigator.
Principal Investigator
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Co-investigator
This study was approved by the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board on _____________________. If you have questions or concerns about your rights
as a research participant, you may contact the chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board.
Chair, IRB
My signature below indicates that I am 18 years of age or older, I have been informed about this
study, I assent to participate, and I have received a copy of this consent form.
______________________________________
Signature

____________________________
Date

Note: If participant is under the age of 18, participant’s parent or guardian must sign the consent
form and the participant must sign an assent form.
Updated 01/14/2019

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Direct Support Staff Form
Title of the Research Study: The Effects of a Creative Arts Expression Group on SelfExpression, Communication, and Social Functioning of Adults with Neurodevelopmental
Disorders

Principal Investigator:.
Co-investigator:
Co-investigator:

Your client is being asked to participate in a research study about: What are the effects of
participation in an 8-week art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with
neurodevelopmental disorders in the realms of self-expression, communication, and social
functioning?
Key information for you to consider is provided below. Please carefully consider this key
information and read this entire form to obtain more detailed information about this research
study. Please feel free to ask questions about any of the information before deciding whether
your ward can participate in this research project. Participating in this research project is
voluntary.
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Key Information



Purpose of the researcher study:
This study is to see if an art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with neurodevelopmental
disabilities have any effect on their self-expression, communication, and social functioning of the participate.
Procedure and Duration:
At the beginning and ending of this study, you, your client and any guardian available will participate in a
Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction questionnaire and a Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication
Skills in Adults assessment. Each person will provide answers separately to keep responses unaltered.
The Quality of Life Enjoyment and Satisfaction question will take approximately 30 minutes per person to
complete.
The Pragmatics Profile of Everyday Communication Skills in Adults interview will take approximately 1 hour per
person to complete.
Your client will be asked to participate in check in, do a small warm up art exercise, artmaking with title
creation, silent group observation, and sharing of artwork either verbally or nonverbally.
This will take approximately 2 hours per 8-week sessions.
You do not have to be present for the art sessions.



Risks and discomfort:
Risks or discomforts from this research study could include stress or anxiety during the art making process or
after during the observation and sharing of artwork stage. Your client is only being asked to contribute at the
level they are comfortable with. But if they do experience any negative feelings during the research study, the
co-researcher and program staff will be available to assist your client with any questions or concerns they have.
program staff will also have the emergency contact information of your client if any unforeseen problems arise.



Potential benefits:
Benefits that may be expected from this research study include potential increase in levels of self-expression,
communication, and social functioning for the participants who have neurodevelopmental disorders. Developing
new artistic skills and interacting in a group environment.



Participation is voluntary.

Purpose of the Research
The purpose of the research study is to see if an 8-week art therapy Creative Arts Expression Group for adults with
neurodevelopmental disorders will have any effect on the participants level of self-expression, communication, and social
functioning.

Your client is being asked to participate because they are a registered member of the Community
Education program, who is an adult with some form of neurodevelopmental disorder.
Neurodevelopmental disorders include Intellectual or Developmental Disabilities, Learning
Disorders, Autism Spectrum Disorders, Motor Disorders, Tic Disorders, Genetic Disorders such
as Down Syndrome, Fragile-X Syndrome, Communication, Speech, and Language Disorders,
and Disorder due to neurotoxicants such as Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder.
Procedures
People who have knowledge of your client’s communication style such as the subject/participant
of the art session, guardian and yourself will be asked to answer questions on the Quality of Life
Enjoyment and Satisfaction Questionnaire (Q-LES-Q) and The Pragmatic Profile of Everyday
Communication Skills in Adults before Session 1 and after Session 8.
Subjects are asked to complete the questionnaire and assessment to the best of their abilities
without their guardian and direct support staff present to provide unaltered responses. The coresearcher will ask before administering the questionnaire and assessment if the subject will need
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any adaptive devices to complete the task. The co-researcher then will use or provide any
adaptive devices needed to help the subject to be independent in answering any questions.
Guardians and direct support staff are being asked to fill out the questionnaire and assessment to
provide additional feedback on the subjects, where the subject might be unaware of their
thoughts/behaviors or cannot answer the original question due to any cognitive delays the subject
might have. Guardians and direct support staff will complete the questionnaire and assessment
without the subject present to provide unaltered responses.
Having people knowledgeable in the subject’s communication style such as the subject,
guardians and direct support staff complete the questionnaire and assessment can point out any
perceived similarities or differences the subject’s level of self-expression, communication, and
social functioning. This can help the validity of the research through the use of triangulation.
All the pre and post test questionnaires and assessments will be used to see if there are any
perceived differences in the subjects level of self-expression, communication, or social
functioning because of the Creative Arts Expression Group.
Each session subjects will be asked to participate in check in, small warm up art exercise,
artmaking with titled creation, silent group observation, and sharing of artwork either verbally or
nonverbally. You do not have to be present for the art sessions.
Each art directive is based in the Expressive Therapies Continuum, which is model of creative
functioning and processes, usually used in the art therapy field.
Session 1: Kinesthetic-Dot Drawing. Materials-paper, tempura paint pens or board tip markers
Session 2: Sensory-Finger Painting. Materials-paper, tempura paint, gloves
Session 3: Perceptual-Crumble Drawing. Materials-paper, board tip markers
Session 4: Affective-Watercolor Landscape. Materials-paper, white crayon, watercolors, brushes
Session 5: Cognitive-Treasured Possession: Then and Now, Materials-paper, board tip markers,
color pencils, crayons, watercolors, brushes
Session 6: Symbolic-Mask Making. Materials-premade masks, tempura or acrylic paint, board
tip. markers, decorative supplies
Session 7: Review of previously made artwork, discussion of what art materials they want to use
again, start free choice artwork with optional theme on closure/saying goodbye
Session 8: Final art session, complete free choice artwork, close group.
This research group with consist of eight weekly sessions that will take approximately two hours
each session.
Risks or Discomforts
There might be stress or anxiety during the art making process or after during the observation
and sharing of artwork stage. Participants are only asked to contribute at the level they are
comfortable with.
The co-researcher will provide examples of artwork and will be available to assist in the art
making process while also encouraging the participants’ own creative processes.
The co-researcher andprogram staff will be available to monitor and talk about any discomforts a
participate might feel.
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Potential Benefits
Benefits that may be expected from this research study include potential increase in levels of
self-expression, communication, and social function for the participants who have
neurodevelopmental disorders. Developing new artistic skills and interacting in a group
environment.
Confidentiality
Because this research study involves a group there are limits to confidentiality to what is said or
done in the group.
Confidentiality for your client’s private information will be protected by insuring any of their
information that can directly identify them will be stored separately from the data that will be
maintained for a period of three years in a password-protected electronic storage [or in a locked
box]. The information they provided to the program previously will continue to be under
Community Education protection.
Any information you provide to this research study will also be considered protected material.
Voluntary Participation
It is entirely voluntary to participate in this research study. You can decline participation in the
study by not signing the consent form. You can withdraw from the study at any time without
penalty by contacting the co-investigator, even if you decide to be part of the study now.
Your consent or refusal to consent to participate in this study, or your subsequent withdrawal
from the study after it begins, will not affect your present or future employment at Community
Education or at your current employment site.
Use of Data for Future Study
Data that does not contain information directly identifying you or your client could be used for
future research studies or distributed to another investigator for future research studies without
additional informed consent.
If you have questions about this research study, please contact the principal investigator or coinvestigator.
Principal Investigator
Co-investigator
This study was approved by the Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board on _____________________. If you have questions or concerns about your rights
as a research participant, you may contact the chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board.
Chair, IRB
My signature below indicates that I am 18 years of age or older, I have been informed about this
study, I consent to participate, and I have received a copy of this consent form.
______________________________________

____________________________
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Date

Note: If participant is under the age of 18, participant’s parent or guardian must sign the consent
form and the participant must sign an assent form.

Updated 01/14/2019
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APPENDIX C
Session 1
Title: Dot Drawing
ETC levels: Kinesthetic
Art Media to be Used: Paper, board tip markers
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participant to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
Pointillism art.
2) Explain that Pointillism artwork is made out of dots and ask the clients to draw an object
out of dots.
3) Ask the participant to look in their binders for examples of what to create or provide
cutouts of various objects they can trace and fill in with dots.

Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Pointillism, and explaining the directions.
Participants will have 5 minutes to start a quick warm-up sketch exploring the Dot Drawing
technique. The participants will have 4o minutes to create their final Dot Drawing and name their
artwork. The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given
for silent observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time, the group leader should
guide and prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists and artwork when needed.

Session 2
Title: Playing with Clay
ETC levels: Kinesthetic
Art Media to be Used: Clay and clay tools
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Directions to be given: The group leader will model some techniques, such as rolling and
pounding the clay, then prompt the participants to do the same. The participants will be
encouraged to move the clay around in whatever manner they wished. After about 5 minutes of
continuous play, the participants were encouraged to continue to play with the clay, but if a
form came out of the play, they could stop and build it up.
1) The group leader will model some techniques, such as rolling and pounding the clay.
2) Prompt the participants to start moving the clay around in whatever manner they wish.
Give the participants 5 minutes of continuous play.
3) After 5 minutes, encourage the participants to continue to play with the clay, but if a form
starts to take shape, encourage them to build the shape up.
4) Allow the participants to use more clay to play and build with.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 5 minutes will be used for introducing the
clay techniques to the participants. Allow 5 minutes for the participants to play and mold the clay
without any prompts. After 5 minutes, encourage the participants to play and build up clay figures
and shapes. Encourage them to follow whatever feels natural to them. The participant will have
40 minutes to create their clay projects. Clay tools can be introduced at this point to facilitate the
participant’s exploration. The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1
hour will be given for silent observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time, the group
leader should guide and prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists and artwork
when needed.

Session 3
Title: Finger Painting
ETC levels: Sensory
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Art Media to be Used: Paper, tempera or acrylic paint, gloves
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participant to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
Abstract art.
2) Explain to the participants can mix and blend the paint to create Abstract art.
3) Remind the participants to focus on the feeling of moving the paint instead of trying to
represent an object.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Abstract Art, and explaining the
directions. Participants will be given 5 minutes to practice with a warmup painting. The
participants will have 4o minutes to create their final Finger Painting and to name their artwork.
The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given for silent
observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time, the group leader should guide and
prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists and artwork when needed.

Session 4
Title: Raised Salt Painting
ETC levels: Sensory
Art Media to be Used: Elmer’s glue, salt, heavy paper, tray, watercolor paint, water, eyedropper,
paintbrush
Directions to be given:
1) The group leader will demonstrate how to use Elmer’s glue to draw lines and shapes.
2) Place the glue drawing in the tray and pour salt over the wet glue. Encourage the
participant to pick up and sprinkle small amounts of salt on areas that need to be covered.
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3) Take the drawing by the corners and lift up to loosen the extra salt.
4) While the glue is still wet, start placing watercolors down either with an eyedropper or
brush. The salt will soak up the watercolors and spread it.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage:
15 minutes will be used to demonstrate the Salt drawing technique to the participants. Participants
will be given 10 minutes to practice with a warmup painting. The participants will have 35
minutes to create their final Finger Painting and to name their artwork. The group leader will walk
around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given for silent observation and group
sharing of artwork. During this time, the group leader should guide and prompt the participants
into interacting with the other artists and artwork when needed.

Session 5
Title: Crumble Drawing
ETC levels: Perceptual
Art Media to be Used: Paper, board tip markers
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participant to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
Crumble drawings.
2) Ask the participant to crumble up their paper into a ball and then unfold it.
3) There should be lots of lines on the paper now. Ask the participants to look at their paper
and all the lines on it. Do they see any recognizable shapes or images?
4) Ask the participants to outline any recognizable shapes or images with a marker. If they
do not see anything, encourage them to start tracing the lines.
5) After the participants fill in their lines, ask them to select colors and filling in the
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shapes.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Crumbled Drawings, and explaining the
directions. The participant will have 45 minutes to create their Crumbled Drawing and to name
their artwork. The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be
given for silent observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time, the group leader
should guide and prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists and artwork when
needed.

Session 6
Title: Acrylic Pour Painting
ETC levels: Perceptual
Art Media to be Used: Canvas, acrylic paint and flow medium, rubbing alcohol, cups and stir
sticks
Directions to be given:
1) The group leader will have the acrylic pour painting areas set up before the participants
arrive.
2) The group leader will demonstrate how to make an acrylic pour painting by selecting
colors and mixing them into the flow medium and rubbing alcohol.
3) The group leader will demonstrate two techniques: Puddle Pour, where the painting is
poured from individual cups, and Dirty Pour, where the paint is combined in one cup and
poured.
4) With gloved hands, grab the canvas and start shifting the paint around to cover the
canvas.
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5) This process will be repeated with the participants.
The time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for the group
leader to demonstrate the acrylic pour painting techniques. The participant will have 30 minutes
to create their Acrylic Pour painting and to name their artwork. The group leader will walk around
to encourage and help if needed. Once the paintings are completed, 10 minutes will be used for
the participants to observe their painting to pick out any symbols or shapes they might see on the
canvas. 1 hour will be given for silent observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time,
the group leader should guide and prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists
and artwork when needed.

Session 7
Title: Watercolor Landscape
ETC levels: Affective
Art Media to be Used: Paper, white crayon, watercolors, brushes
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participants to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
Watercolor Landscapes.
2) Ask the participants to draw trees, flowers, bushes, etc., on the paper with a white crayon.
3) Show the participants that the white crayon repels the watercolor. Ask the participants to
add washes of color onto their paper.
4) Encourage using many colors to watch them blend.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Watercolor Landscapes, and explaining
the directions. The participants will be given 5 minutes to make a quick warm-up painting. The
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participant will have 40 minutes to create their final Watercolor Landscapes and to name their
artwork. The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given
for silent observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time, the group leader should
guide and prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists and artwork when needed.

Session 8
Title: Painting to Music
ETC levels: Affective
Art Media to be Used: Bristol board, acrylic paint, brushes, water cup, and music
Directions to be given:
1) Depending on the group's size and makeup, have preselected music or allow the
participants to pick their own genre.
2) Direct the participants to sit and listen to the music for a couple of minutes, allowing
them to focus on the sound and rhythm.
3) Afterward, direct the participants to start painting to the music.
4) Encourage the participants to paint what they are feeling from the music.
The time needed for this age and developmental stage: 5 minutes will be used to introduce the
directive and set up the painting area and music. Ask the participants to listen to music for up to 5
minutes before starting their painting. The participant will have 40 minutes to create their final
painting and to name their artwork. The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if
needed. 1 hour will be given for silent observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time,
the group leader should guide and prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists
and artwork when needed.
Session 9
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Title: Treasured Possession Drawing: Then and Now
ETC levels: Cognitive
Art Media to be Used: Paper, board tip markers, color pencils, crayons, watercolors, brushes
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participant to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
Treasured Possession Drawing: Then and Now.
2) Ask the participants to think of their favorite object or thing from their past. Remind them
to think of the color, shape, or texture of the item.
3) Ask the participants to draw their treasured items from their past.
4) After 20 minutes, ask the participants to stop and think about their favorite object or thing
they have now. Remind them to think of the color, shape, or texture of the item.
5) Give the participants 20 to 25 minutes to draw their favorite object or thing they have
now.
6) Also, remind them they can finish up their previous drawing if they wish.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Treasured Possession Drawing: Then and
Now, and explaining the directions. The participant will have 45 minutes to create their Treasured
Possession Drawing: Then and Now and name their artwork. The 45 minutes should be split in
half so the participants can focus on both prompts. The group leader will walk around to
encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given for silent observation and group sharing of
artwork.

Session 10
Title: Survival on an Island Collage
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ETC levels: Cognitive
Art Media to be Used: Paper, scissors, glue, and magazines
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participant to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
collages.
2) Explain to the participant that they will make collages of an imaged scenario where they
are stuck on a deserted island. Ask them to picture what the island looks like and what
three things they would bring on the island to survive.
3) After allowing the participants time to think, direct them to start paging through the
magazines to find their collage images.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expression Art binder, showing examples of collages, and explaining the directions. The
participant will have 45 minutes to think of their island and start building their collage. The group
leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given for silent
observation and group sharing of artwork.

Session 11
Title: Mask Making Day 1
ETC levels: Symbolic
Art Media to be Used: Making masks from plaster of paris cloth strips and mask molds
Directions to be given:
Note: Directives given are for making a mask from molds. If your group is using
premade masks, jump to Session 13 for further instructions.
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1) The group leader should prepare enough plaster of paris strips for each group member
before the session starts.
2) Direct the participant to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of
masks. Explain the meaning of masks.
3) The group leader will demonstrate how to make a mask using damp plaster of paris cloth
strips layered over a plastic mask mold.
4) Explain the importance of layering the plaster of paris cloth strips and smoothing the
pieces down with your thumb to create a more defined object.
5) The participants should be directed to make at least two layers. Checking to see if any
light shines through in weak areas.
6) Once done, allow at least 24 hours to dry before decorating.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expression Art binder, showing examples of masks, and explaining the directions. The
participant will have 1 hour and 30 minutes to start making their masks. The group leader will
walk around to encourage and help if needed. No observation or group sharing will be scheduled
for this session. But group leaders can encourage the participants to talk about what sensations
they feel while making their masks or how they might decorate their masks once they are dry.

Session 12
Title: Sponge Painting
ETC levels: Symbolic
Art Media to be Used: Bristol board, acrylic paint, sponges
Directions to be given:
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1) Direct the participants to look in the Creative Expressions Art binder for examples of Sponge
Paintings.
2) Ask the participants to select paint colors so they can start dipping their sponges into the paint.
3) While the participants are creating art, ask them if they see anything symbolic of their shapes.
Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 15 minutes will be used for introducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Sponge Paintings, and explaining the
directions. The participants will be given 5 minutes to make a quick warm-up painting. The
participant will have 40 minutes to create their final sponge painting and to name their artwork.
The group leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given for silent
observation and group sharing of artwork. During this time, the group leader should guide and
prompt the participants into interacting with the other artists and artwork when needed.

Session 13
Title: Mask Making Day 2
ETC levels: Symbolic
Art Media to be Used: Premade masks, tempura or acrylic paint, board tip markers, decorative
supplies
Directions to be given:
1) Direct the participants back to the Creative Expressions Art binder to remind them about
mask designs.
2) Ask the participants to think of how they would represent themselves on their masks.
3) Provide examples of including favorite colors or things on their mask.
4) Encourage talking amongst group members to generate ideas while they begin decorating
their masks.
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Time needed for this age and developmental stage: 5 minutes will be used for reintroducing the
Creative Expressions Art binder, showing examples of Masks, and reexplaining the directions.
The participant will have 40 minutes to decorate their Mask and to name their artwork. The group
leader will walk around to encourage and help if needed. 1 hour will be given for silent
observation and group sharing of artwork.

Session 14
Title: Start Free Choice Artwork
ETC levels: Any
Art Media to be Used: All previously available media
Directions to be given:
1) After 1 hour of looking at and reviewing past artwork, they made in the group. Ask the
participants to select a medium of their choice to create new artwork.
2) Encourage them to either pick a past project to recreate with the new medium or create
something entirely from their imagination. Also, provide them the optional theme of
saying goodbye since next week will be the group's last session.
3) Remind the participants that this can be a bigger project, and they have time to finish this
project next week.
The time needed for this age and developmental stage: 1 hour will be used to review previous
artwork made in the group. 1 hour will be given to think of and start creating a Free Choice
Artwork.

Session 15
Title: Finish Free Choice Artwork
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ETC levels: Any
Art Media to be Used: All previously available media
Directions to be given:
1) Remind the participants they are finishing up their artworks from last week.
2) Give the participants 1 hour to complete their Free Choice Artwork. Group Leader will
be around to encourage and help when needed.
The time needed for this age and developmental stage: 1 hour will be used to finish the Free
Choice Artwork. 1 hour will be given for silent observation and sharing of artwork. The group
leader will ask the participants what they enjoyed most, what was most challenging, and what
they liked about the Creative Expressions Art group and close the group.
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APPENDIX D
Evaluation
Day:__________________________________________
Project:_______________________________________

Autonomy: (Low) 0, 1, 2, 3 (High)
Capacity to Listen to Instructions:

Ability to Follow the process without help:
Uninterested
Interested
Dependent
Independent
Attention: (Low) 0, 1, 2, 3 (High)
Concentration to begin working:

Motivated Enough to Complete work:

Interested Enough to Title it:
Very Distracted
Partially Distracted
Almost Totally Concentrated
Totally Concentrated
Communication (Low) 0, 1, 2, 3 (High)
Willingness and Capacity to Participate in Distancing and Silent Observation
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Acknowledge the group images

Share one’s image and title with the group in the sharing phase
Unwilling to Observe
Willing and Happy to Observe
Unwilling to Share
Willing and Happy to Share
Socialization (Low) 0, 1, 2, 3 (High)
Capacity to interact with the group and art therapist in different phases
Opening:
Artmaking:
Observation:
Sharing:
Closing:
Unsociable
Interacting in a Negative Way (Anger or Destructive)
Friendly
Positive Interaction
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APPENDIX E
Interview
Interviewee:______________________________________
Participant:_______________________________________
Were there any benefits in the participant’s self-expression because of the Creative
Expressions Art Group?

Were there any benefits in the participant’s communication because of the Creative Expressions
Art Group?

Were there any benefits in the participant’s social functioning because of the Creative
Expressions Art Group?

Were there any negatives in the participant’s self-expression because of the Creative Expressions
Art Group?

Were there any negatives in the participant’s communication because of the Creative
Expressions Art Group?

Were there any negatives in the participant’s social functioning because of the
Creative Expressions Art Group?

Do you have any comments about the Creative Expressions Art Group?
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APPENDIX F
Day One: Kinesthetic Dot Drawing.

Image 1. Alice’s Dot Drawing: Bunny Making the Cat Feel Better

Image 2. Beth’s Dot Drawing: Mouse, Frog, and the Mean Bee
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Imagine 3. Elaine’s Dot Drawing: The Good Are From
Day Two: Kinesthetic Playing with Clay.

Image 4. Alice’s Clay Project: Painted Objects-Mom, Snake and Doll
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Image 5. Beth’s Clay Project: Dice, Olaf the snowman, and snake

Image 6. Elaine’s Clay Project: Burrito, Melting Snowman, and Car
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Day Three: Sensory Finger Painting.

Image 7. Alice’s Figure Painting: Two Birds and a Pirate Ship stuck on a Rock

Image 8. Beth’s Finger Painting: Tornado
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Image 9. Elaine’s Finger Painting: The Sunset
Day Four: Sensory Raised Salt Painting.

Image 10. Alice’s Raised Salt Painting: Gingerbread House and Fairy
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Image 11. Beth’s Raised Salt Painting: Warm Up

Image 12. Elaine’s Raised Salt Painting: Happy
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Day Five: Perceptual Crumbled Drawing.

Image 13. Alice’s Crumbled Drawing: Two Fairies by an Apple Tree
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Image 14. Beth’s Crumble Drawing: Warm Up

Image 15. Beth’s Crumble Drawing: Snoppy and the green tailed ghost on a black hill
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Image 16. Elaine’s Crumbled Drawing: Bush

Image 17. Elaine’s Crumbled Drawing: Tree
Day Six: Perceptual Acrylic Pour Painting.
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Image 18. Alice’s Acrylic Pour Painting: Pirate Ship and Gold

Image 19. Beth’s Acrylic Pour Painting: The Frog and the Swan

Image 20. Elaine’s Acrylic Pour Painting: Cloud
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Day Seven: Affective Watercolor Painting.

Image 21. Alice’s Watercolor Landscape: Warm Up
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Image 22. Alice’s Watercolor Landscape: Jumping Over

Image 23. Beth’s Watercolor Landscape: The Angel and Riley the puppy
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Image 24. Elaine’s Watercolor Landscape: Rainbow

Image 25. Elaine’s Watercolor Landscape: Spring
Day Eight: Affective Painting to Music.
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Image 26. Beth’s Painting to Music: Kids outside by the streetlight

Image 27. Elaine’s Painting to Music-Me and my Dad’s House
Day Nine: Cognitive Treasured Possession Then/Now.
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Image 28. Alice’s Treasured Possession Then/Now Drawing: Past

Image 29. Alice’s Treasured Possession Then/Now: Present
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Image 30. Beth’s Treasured Possession Then/Now: Me coming home from the hospital

Image 31. Beth’s Treasured Possession Then/Now: Me, Dad, and Yashi/ Group Home
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Image 32. Elaine’s Treasured Possession Then/Now: Dad’s Van

Image 33. Elaine’s Treasured Possession Then/Now: Latch hook
Day Ten: Cognitive Survival on the Island Collage.
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Image 34. Alice’s Survival on an Island Collage: Animal Island

Image 35. Beth’s Survival on an Island Collage: Me and my Mom and Molly camping
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Image 36. Elaine’s Survival on an Island Collage: Safe Island
Day Eleven and Thirteen: Symbolic Mask Making

Image 37. Alice’s Mask: Funshine Bear
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Image 38. Beth’s Mask: My India Girl

Image 39. Elaine’s Mask: My Silly Mask
Day Twelve: Symbolic Sponge Painting.
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Image 40. Alice’s Sponge Painting: Fish and Cat Fighting Over a Heart

Image 41. Beth’s Sponge Painting: Puppy in the Sky and Beautiful Sunset
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Image 42. Elaine’s Sponge Painting: Birds
Day Fourteen and Fifteen: Free Choice.

Image 43. Alice’s Free Choice: Unpainted-Dancing flower, Donut, and Nephew playing
basketball
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Image 44. Beth’s Free Choice: Family Collage

Image 45. Elaine’s Free Choice: Spirit
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APPENDIX G
Table 3: Pragmatics Profile: Response Percentages
"Beth"

"Elaine"

"Alice"

Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

18
5
1
11

51.40%
14.30%
2.90%
31.40%

DSP for Beth

19
3
8
5

54.30%
8.60%
22.90%
14.30%

DSP for Elaine
Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

DSP for Alice

Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35
Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

22
3
2
8

62.90%
8.60%
5.70%
22.90%

13
11
0
11

19
6
4
6

54.30%
17.10%
11.40%
17.10%

Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

37.10%
31.40%
0%
31.40%

12
6
2
15

34.30%
17.10%
5.70%
42.90%

Guardian for Beth
Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

Guardian for Elaine
Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

Guardian for Alice
Pragmatics Profile
Total Questions= 35

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

Responses
Same
Postive
Negative
Neutral

13
1
11
10

37.10%
2.90%
31.40%
28.60%

14
2
5
14

40%
5.70%
14.30%
40%

19
0
5
11

54.30%
0%
14.30%
31.40%

Table 4: Pragmatics Profile: Comparisons
Beth Compared with DSP
15/35 Same Answer

43%

Elaine Compared with DSP
21/35 Same Answer

60%

Alice Compared to DSP
20/35 Same Answer

57%

Beth Compared with Guardian
12/35 Same Answer

34%

Elaine Compared with Guardian
20/35 Same Answer

57%

Alice Compared to Guardian
17/35 Same Answer

49%

DSP Compared with Guardian
15/35 Same Answer

43%

DSP Compared with Guardian
18/35 Same Answer

51%

DSP Compared with Guardian
20/35 Same Answer

57%
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APPENDIX H
Table 1: Quality of Life Individual Averages
Participant Average
Participant Category

Beth

Elaine

Alice

DSP Average

Pre

Post

Difference

Participant Name
Category

Guardian Average
Pre

Post

Difference

Participant Name
Category

Pre

Difference

Post

Feeling

3.29

3.86

0.57

Feeling

4.21

2.93

-1.28

Feeling

3.71

4.00

Leisure

4.33

4.00

-0.33

Leisure

4.67

4.50

-0.17

Leisure

3.83

4.17

0.33

Social

3.00

3.09

-0.09

Social

4.18

3.55

-0.64

Social reaction

3.36

3.18

-0.18

General

3.93

4.40

0.47

General

4.33

3.40

-0.93

General Activity

3.40

4.07

0.67

Feeling

3.21

3.71

0.50

Feeling

4.57

4.36

-0.21

Feeling

3.86

3.86

0.00

Leisure

3.67

4.33

0.67

Leisure

4.83

4.83

0.00

Leisure

3.83

3.83

0.00

Social

2.64

3.91

1.27

Social

4.36

4.36

0.00

Social

3.27

3.09

-0.18

General

4.20

4.53

0.33

General

4.73

4.53

-0.20

General

3.80

4.07

0.27

Feeling

3.07

3.50

0.43

Feeling

4.21

3.43

-0.79

Feeling

4.29

3.79

-0.50

Leisure

3.17

3.17

0.00

Leisure

4.00

4.17

0.17

Leisure

3.67

4.33

0.66

Social

2.00

2.36

0.36

Social

3.64

3.82

0.18

Social

3.82

3.55

-0.27

General

3.20

3.20

0.00

General

4.07

4.73

0.67

General

4.00

3.93

-0.07

Beth

Elaine

Alice

Beth

Elaine

Alice

0.29

Table 2: Quality of Life Group Averages
Participant Averages Together
Category
Pre
Post
Feeling
Leisure
Social
General

3.19
3.72
2.55
3.78

3.69
3.83
3.12
4.04

Difference
0.50
0.11
0.58
0.27

DSP Averages for Participants
Category
Pre
Post
Feeling
Leisure
Social
General

4.33
4.50
4.06
4.38

Difference
3.57
4.50
3.91
4.22

-0.76
0.00
-0.15
-0.16

Guardian Averages for Participants
Category
Pre
Post
Feeling
Leisure
Social
General

3.95
3.75
3.48
3.73

3.88
4.11
3.27
4.02

Difference
-0.07
0.50
-0.21
0.29

